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Abstract
In recent years small group cooperative learning has been given
increasing attention by researchers.

This interest has been a result

of a growing awareness of the benefits that small group cooperative
learning can bring to the learning process.

These benefits include

gains in areas of academic achievement, self-confidence as a learner,
cross-cultural/cross-racial relationships, social acceptance of
mainstreamed students, and improved attitudes towards school and
learning.
A particular focus of North Allerican researchers has been saall
group cooperative learning in aathematics.

Little work had been done

in this area in Western Australian schools and with the changed
emphasis in the Western Australian primary school matheaatics syllabus
away fro• rote learning and pen and paper calculations toward
discovery learning a local study seemed appropriate.
This pilot study proposed to investigate the relationship between
the composition of cooperative small groups, heterogeneous or
homogeneous, and the learning of a mathematical concept in the primary
school years.

The literature in this area was surveyed with emphasis

on the rationale for small group cooperative learning, different kinds
of small group cooperative learning focusing on the Groups of Four
model,, heterogeneous and homogeneous group composition, and group
composition in mathematics related to expected achievement and social
outcomes.

The conceptual framework for this pilot study emerged from

both the literature in this area and the direction being taken by a
team of W.A.C.A.E. researchers who are investigating small group
cooperative learning techniques.
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Data were collected using a quasi-experimental analysis of
variance design.
study.

Year 6 students in two classes participated in the

Two matheaatical concepts were introduced to each class of

students with students learning one concept in a heterogeneous group
and the other concept in a homogeneous group.

The two classes learned

the same concept at the same time but used contrasting group
composition techniques.

A post-test was applied at the completion of

instruction for each mathematical concept.

An analysis of variance

was used to analyse the data froa the post-tests.
The research hypothesis for the pilot study was that in the small
group cooperative learning situation of the Groups of Four model
heterogeneous group composition would result in greater higher-order
learning achievement than hoaogeneous group composition.

This

hypothesis was not supported by the findings of the pilot study.

The

data indicated that while the students had developed higher-order
thinking skills in the concept areas, the type of group composition
had not affected the amount of higher-order learning which occurred.
Heterogeneous group composition was not proven to be better than
homogeneous group composition, and homogeneous group composition was
not proven to be better than heterogeneous group composition.
While the findings of the pilot study should be viewed with caution,
if they are to be taken literally then there are significant
implications for teachers, students, mathematics education, and
researchers.
The thesis concluded with recommendations for further research
which emerged from the data collected during the pilot study.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Overview of the Chapter
The chapter will co..ence with a description of the background of
the research problea, followed by a justification for the pilot study
in teras of the significance of the problem and its potential
contribution to educational theory and practice.

The research problem

will be stated and the aajor teras used within the body of the thesis
will be defined.

Background
This thesis focuses on saall group cooperative learning,
especially as applied to the relationship between group coaposition
and the learning of acadeaic concepts in aatheaatics.

This question

is an iaportant one for, although small group cooperative learning has
been a feature of classrooms in Western democracies for at least
40 years, researchers have had difficulty in arriving at a consensus
view of the benefits of small group cooperative learning and
appropriate ways to structure such learning.

This caused a decline in

research activity in this small group cooperative learning in the
1970s and early 1980s.
In recent years, with the propagation of Marilyn Burns' (1981)
Groups of Four model of small group cooperative learning in North
American schools, researchers have turned again to an examination of
small group cooperative learning.

This research has been spearheaded

by Professor Tom Good at the University of Missouri, Coluabia and his
work was joined in 1989 by a group of researchers at the Western
Australian College of Advanced Education.

1;
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Classrooa research into saall group cooperative learning
techniques has investigated theaes including achieveaent (Good et al. ,
1988; Webb, 1982a) , group interaction (Webb, 1980, 1982a, 1982b) ,
social skills (Good et al. , 1988), and group coaposition (Good et al. ,
1988; Noddings, 1989; Webb, 1982a) .

The present study focused on one

area of saall group cooperative learning in aatheaatics, namely, group
coaposition and its relationship to achievement.

More specifically,

group coaposition was viewed in teras of groups coaposed on a
heterogeneous basis and a homogeneous basis.
One area of the curriculum in which saall group cooperative
learning techniques have been given increasing attention by classrooa
researchers is aatheaatics (Good et al. , 1988) .

Matheaatics,

traditionally, is seen by students as a highly structured subject, one
in which aaterial is presented by the teacher or through a textbook,
and the 'quick, right answer' has been given pre-eainence.
Increasingly, researchers have been finding that saall group
cooperative learning techniques are an alternative aeans by which
students can coae to understand the concepts of aatheaatics.

Higher

levels of student outcoaes can be achieved while the amount of
interpersonal coapetition aaong students can be reduced (Noddings,
1989; Parker, 1984).

Significance of the Study
Very little research on saall group cooperative learning in the
primary classrooa has been undertaken in Australia.

One purpose of

this pilot study was to contribute to the Australian research effort
now starting in the general area of small group cooperative learning
as a result of world researchers, such as Good, calling for cross-
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validation studies.

The present study was a contributing pilot study

on one critical aspect of small group cooperative learning.
Currently, a teaa of researchers fro• the Western Australian
College of Advanced Education (W. A. C. A. E. ) is conducting classroom
effectiveness studies focusing on small group cooperative learning
techniques.

Figure 1 illustrates the research direction the

W.A. C,A. E. tea11 is pursuing,
Small Group Cooperative Learning Techniques
Teacher

Teacher Behaviours and Strategies

)

- organisation for small groups
- roles during lessons
Content

Arrangement of Curriculua

)

- concept developaent
- small group tasks/activities
Students

)

Student Behaviours and Learning

Cognitive
I

l Affective
Social

- individual
- group skills
PROCESS VARIABLES

ANTECEDENT
(INPUT)
VARIABLES

PRODUCT (OUTCOME)
VARIABLES

Figure 1. Conceptual framework for the classroom effectiveness
studies:

Small group cooperative learning project

The present pilot study fits the conceptual fraaework in Figure 1
in regard to teacher behaviours or strategies - organisation for small
groups.

However, in all other respects this pilot study was

independent of the W. A. C. A. E. research.
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Stateaent of the Proble•
The purpose of this study was to investigate, on a pilot basis,
the relationship between the coaposition of saall groups in s11all
group cooperative learning and the outcoaes in teras of higher-order
thinking skills in a Year 6 class.

Definition of Teras
The major terms which are used within the body of this thesis are
defined below.
1.

Group com1><>sition, at the aost general level, may be considered
to be either heterogeneous groups or hoaogeneous groups.

2.

Heterogeneous groups are groups composed of students of mixed
abilities.

3.

Homogeneous groups are groups composed of students in which the
range in ability has been restricted, ie. groups of high
achievers, groups of low-achievers, or groups of average
achievers.

4.

Cooperative learning is defined as a form of interaction in which
students work together to attain a shared goal, with shared
effort and shared reward (Johnson & Johnson, 1986; Slavin, 1987).

5.

The Groups of Four model is an approach to small group
co,operative learning where students work in groups of four to
solve problems and explore tasks/topics.

The Groups of Four

model of small group cooperative learning will be explained more
fully in Chapter 2.
6.

A mathematical concept, for the purpose of this study, will
involve the development of higher-order thinking skills within a
mathematical system (eg. arithmetic, algebraic, geometric).

t

I
f
t
l
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7.

Higher-order thinking skills, for the purpose of this study,
involve analysis, synthesis, and evaluation skills according to
Bloom's Taxonomy of cognitive learning (Barry & King, 1988,
p. 14).

8.

Problem solving involves a mathematical problem where the answer
is not iamediately apparent, and where the aethod of solution is
not iamediately obvious.

Snm•ary of the Chapter
This chapter outlined the research problea, including the
background of the problea and the significance of the pilot study to
educational research.
were defined.

The major teras used in the body of this thesis
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Chapter 2
Review of the Literature

Overview of the Chapter
This review of literature related to the topic of saall group
cooperative learning in aathematics and group coaposition will begin
with a discussion of saall group cooperative learning.

The purpose of

using small group cooperative learning techniques will then be
discussed followed by the kinds of saall group cooperative learning
techniques coaaonly used, focusing on the Groups of Four model.

The

review of literature will then outline group coaposition techniques
followed by a review of the research on the working of cooperative
groups in aatheaatics.

Small Group Cooperative Learning
Small group work is a strategy for keeping ·students involved with
their own work while still catering for a wide range of abilities
(Cohen, 1986, p. 6).

Currently there are two aajor foras of saall

group work in co..on use in schools.

These are ability-based groups

where students work independently of each other and groups which focus
on cooperative learning where students work together to master a task
or prodµce a product.

In this study the focus of investigation

involved only small group cooperative learning.

Consequently, the

review of literature is centred around the small group techniques of
cooperative learning.
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The use of saall group cooperative learning appears to have
emerged from the Dewey/Vygotsky view that intelligence is enhanced by
social interaction.

Broad purposes of saall group cooperative

learning which are derived froa this view are the facilitation of
cognitive development, social/democratic developaent, and aoral
development (Noddings, 1989, p. 608) .
As a result of the work of Dewey and Vygotsky, cooperative
learning groups are usually student-centred with an eaphasis on group
processes, problem solving, attitudes, and social developaent
(Noddings, 1989, p. 610) .

Groups are generally heterogeneous in

composition, although, as will be discussed later, they can be
homogeneous in coaposition (Behounek, Rosenbaua, Brown & Burcalow,
1988).
Cohen (1986, p. 9) has suggested that, for saall group
cooperative learning to be an effective technique for developing
conceptual learning, two basic conditions aust be met.

First, the

task should require higher-order thinking and, secondly, the group
aust have the intellectual skills, vocabulary, and relevant
information to succeed in the task.

In addition to Cohen's

suggestions, there should also be properly prepared task instructions
(Davidson, 1990; Noddings, 1989).
Johnson, Johnson, Holubec and Roy (1984) identified four basic
elements that they suggested must exist for saall group cooperative
learning to be truly cooperative.

These elements are:

1.

positive interdependence among group aeabers;

2.

face to face interaction among students;

3.

individual accountability for mastering the assigned aaterial;
and

fI"'

il

!t-

4.

interpersonal and saall group skills. (Johnson et al.,

it

1984, p. 8)

�

Noddings (1989, p. 613) has suggested that student training and
practice in saall group processes and procedures is particularly
iaportant for success.

Students need to understand the rules

associated with saall group cooperative learning and learn to interact
constructively with other students in their group.

In suaaary, the

students need to be taught how to work, cooperate, and co..unicate
effectively in groups.

The students need to use interpersonal and

small group skills as outlined by Johnson et al. (1984, p. 8).
According to Noddings (1989, p. 620), Parker (1984), and Good
et al. (1988) teachers, like students, require training in saall group
cooperative learning techniques.

In particular, teachers need to

learn to respond to student needs rather than initiate contacts with
students.

Teachers also need to structure the goals of learning so

that students are concerned with the performance of other group
aembers as well as their own perforaance, leading to positive
interdependence among group meabers. (Johnson et al. , 1984, p. 8) The
teacher becomes a facilitator of learning, providing an introduction
to the lesson before the students explore the task.

The teacher then

helps the students clarify their findings in the lesson conclusion
(Cohen, , 1986; Noddings, 1989).

Rationale for Small Group Cooperative Learning
Small group cooperative learning is a process which provides
students with an opportunity to become actively involved in their own
learning and to perceive an element of control over their own learning
(Davidson, 1990).

Good et al. (1988) indicate that the increased

interactions among students may enhance group •embers' communication
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skills, including the ability to identify and clarify their own
thinking, and to defend and justify their own beliefs.
This view is supported by researchers such as Cohen (1986) who
highlights the fact that students in a cooperative group communicate
about the task with each other. The co..unication may involve
students "asking questions, explaining, making suggestions,
criticizing, listening, agreeing, disagreeing, or making joint
decisions. " (Cohen, 1986, p. 3)

Students may also use non-verbal

interactions such as hand gestures or facial expressions.

These group

skills may be transferred to many adult and student work situations.
According to Parker (1984, p. 1) and Davidson (1990, p. 7) ,
having students working cooperatively toward collllOn goals can lead to
significant gains in areas of academic achieveaent, self-confidence as
a learner, social relationships, cross-cultural/cross-racial
relationships, social acceptance of mainstreamed students, and
improved attitudes towards school and learning.
Cooperative learning in small groups requires students to focus
on higher-order thinking skills such as discovery, concept
development, and problem solving rather than the rote learning of
facts (Cohen, 1986; Good et al. , 1988; Parker, 1984) .

"Small group

learning, with pupils cooperating in the study of subject aatter, can
lead to superior achievement in higher-order thinking.

This gain.

is not at the expense of inforaation loss." (Parker, 1984, p. 5)
In summary, small group cooperative learning appears to have
educational and social advantages which may help students in their
future working lives as well as in their school years.

10

Kinde of s.all Group Cooperative Le&rninc

The degree of educational and social benefit the student receives

aay be affected by the kind of saall group cooperative learning
technique involved. There are a variety of saall group cooperative
learning techniques discussed in the literature. Soae of the best
known and aost widely researched saall group cooperative learning
techniques are outlined by Good and Brophy (1987). These include
'Learning Together', 'Jigsaw', 'Jigsaw II', 'Student Teaa Learning'
and 'Group Investigation'.
For this study, the small group cooperative learning technique
which will be used is an application of the Group Investigation
technique which was developed by Sharan and Sharan (1989). The Group
Investigation aethod involved students working cooperatively in groups
for problem solving, inquiry, discussion, cooperative planning,
projects, and the developaent of higher-order thinking skills.
Marilyn Burns (1981) adapted and refined the Group Investigation
aethod into what has becoae known as the Groups of Four aodel of saall
group cooperative learning. This aodel has been developed in soae
detail and reported in the literature by Burns (1981) and Parker
(1984). The Groups of Four aodel involves group problea solving with
an emphasis on enhancing the developaent of higher-order thinking
skills.
Burns (1981, p. 50) has stated that four students working
together in a group allows for a diversity of ideas without hampering
individual participation . Burns has also listed benefits to learning
as a result of the Groups of Four model. These include maxiaising
interactions that occur among students, providing a learning
environment that serves students' intellectual development, group
exploration of ideas and exchange of thoughts, discussion, becoming
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aware of other students' points of view, and providing a way to
implement the curriculua in such a way that there is roo• for errors
which aay lead to a potential for new understandings (Burns, 1981,
P• 51).

The Groups of Four model of saall group cooperative learning is
based on three rules for students to follow.
1.

These rules are:

Each meaber of the group is responsible for his or her own work
and behaviour.

2.

Each aeaber of the group aust be willing to help any other group
aeaber who asks for help.

3.

You may only ask the teacher for help if all four group aeabers
have the same question.

The classrooa is arranged so that students can easily work and
co..unicate with each other in their groups of four students.
During Groups of Four sessions the teacher's role is aainly as a
facilitator.

The teacher circulates around the groups observing the

various interactions and helping when an entire group has a question.
The teacher does not intrude on a group unless the group is having
difficulty with the problem itself or there is difficulty within the
group. The teacher's intervention should only be to deteraine the
nature of the problem, offer assistance, and aove on when the group
coamenc�s working again.

The teacher is also responsible for

suamarizing the results for the whole class when the groups have
finished exploring a problem.

This is the tiae where faulty

generalisations are corrected and the students' ideas are taken
further. (Burns, 1981; Parker, 1984)
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Approaches to the Coapoeition of Groupe in saall Group
Cooperative Learning

There are two major approaches to the composition of groups in
small group cooperative learning:

homogeneous group composition and

heterogeneous group composition.

There has been considerable debate

in the literature about the merits of each approach, and because of
the importance of group composition to this study the literature will
be examined in some detail.

Homogeneous croups, Homogeneous groups are usually teacher
selected on the basis of performance.

In terms of cooperative

learning in small groups, Good and Brophy (1987) have found that
homogeneous groupings produced mixed results.

While groups containing

average-achievers worked and interacted well together "groups in which
the students either were all high-achievers or all low-achievers did
not work well together or interact much about academic achievement"
(Good & Brophy, 1987, p. 439) .
Webb (1982b) has suggested that homogeneous group composition may
be more suitable for average-achieving students.

She conducted a

study to examine peer interaction and learning in cooperative small
groups.

The results indicated that average-achievers in homogeneous

groups achieved higher results and received more explanations related
to the.group task from other group members than average-achievers in
heterogeneous groups.

Webb concluded that this may suggest that in

heterogeneous groups the high-achievers may perceive a responsibility
toward the low-achievers, and therefore try to help them, but not
toward average-achievers, and thus tend to ignore them (Webb, 1982b,
p. 653).

•

�
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Heterogeneous

groups,

The aatter of how heterogeneous groups are

foraed is of auch interest to educators. Davidson (1990) has
highlighted three different approaches in relation to the coaposition
of heterogeneous groups.
The first approach is to randomly assign students to groups
(Davidson, 1990, p. 9) .

For example, Burns (1981) has advocated

random assignaent to groups as in the Groups of Four model of saall
group cooperative learning.

Rando• group coaposition is also

supported in the literature by Parker (1984) and Good et al. (1988) .
A second approach to heterogeneous group coaposition is to allow
students to for• their own groups (Davidson, 1990, p. 9) . A concern
about using this approach is raised by Cohen (1986, p. 61) who fears
that isolated or low-achieving students will not be chosen until last,
or will be rejected by their group.
Johnson et al. (1984, p. 28) have stated that "having students
select their own groups is often not very successful".

In their

discussion of this stateaent the authors cite many incidents of high
achieving students working with other high-achieving students,
students of similar races working together, students of siailar gender
working together, and ainority students working with ainority
students.

In this respect, allowing students to fora their own groups

may underaine the stated gains of cooperative learning in the areas of
social relationships, cross-cultural/cross-racial relationships, and
social acceptance of mainstreamed students.
The third approach to forming heterogeneous groups bas been
highlighted by Davidson (1990, p. 9). The essence of this approach is
to use teacher-selection based on perforaance, race/ethnicity, or
gender.

Johnson et al. (1984) recolllllend teacher selection of groups

which include high-, low-, and average-achieving students in the same
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group. Noddings (1989) advocates this approach, supporting a group
co•posed of one high-achieving student, one low-achieving student, and
two average-achieving students.
Good and Brophy (1987) and Webb (1982b) have produced some
evidence that a group co•posed by the teacher, consisting of one
high-, one low-, and two average-achieving students, as advocated by
Noddings, is not the most suitable group for•ation technique.
Research by Good and Brophy (1987), &11ong others, has indicated that
the co•position of heterogeneous groups is •ore beneficial for high
and low-achievers (Good & Brophy, 1987; Parker, 1984; Webb, 1982b).
The students who tend to ask questions (ie. high-achievers) and give,
or are given explanations (ie. low-achievers) by the group ae•bers,
seem to learn more in a s•all group cooperative learning situation.
Good and Brophy (1987) have found that in a heterogeneous group
consisting of one high-, one low-, and two average-achieving students
much of the interaction within the groups involved "tutoring of the
low-achievers by the high-achievers with the average-achievers
remaining relatively passive" (1987, p. 438).

However, when they

co•pared these findings against their findings for homogeneous groups
(presented in the previous section) Good and Brophy supported the use
of heterogeneous groups, e•phasizing the need to train students how to
act du�ing group activities (1987, p. 439).
Robertson, Graves and Tuck (cited in Davidson, 1990, p. 369)
state that "rando• grouping allows for heterogeneity and sends the
message that all students are equally valued as group members".

They

suggest that heterogeneous groups reflect the co•position of the whole
class.

Noddings (1989) expands upon this idea by expres�ing the view

that heterogeneous groups "working in a fully cooperative way may be

•
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best for a wide variety of tasks that call forth multiple abilities"
(p. 616).
Webb (1982a) conducted a study on group composition, group
interaction, and achievement in cooperative small groups which found
that, on average, students in heterogeneous groups scored higher on
achievement tests than students who worked in homogeneous groups.

The

study also found that "asking a question and receiving no answer was
detrimental to achievement, and uniform-ability groups produced more
of this behaviour than mixed-ability groups" (p. 481).

Cooperative Small Group Learning In Mathea&tics
Both heterogeneous groups and homogeneous groups are used in
mathematics.

I n some cases heterogeneous groups may be the most

suitable type of group composition for mathematics activities and, in
other cases, homogeneous group composition may be more suitable
(Johnson & Johnson cited in Davidson, 1990; Noddings, 1989).
Researchers support the use of heterogeneous and homogeneous groups
for various aspects of mathematics, depending upon the material or the
topic to be covered (Johnson & Johnson cited in Davidson, 1990;
Noddings, 1989).

The research also supports the use of cooperative

learning techniques focusing on higher-order thinking as being
benefigial to the understanding of mathematical concepts (Good et al.,
1988; Johnson & Johnson cited in Davidson, 1990; Noddings, 1989).
Mathematics, although traditionally a highly structured area of
the curriculum, is one subject in which the use of small group
cooperative learning is becoming increasingly important.

The current

Western Australian mathematics syllabus "recognises the need for
student learning through problem solving" (Ministry of Education,
1989, p. i).

The motto of this syllabus document is:

"Let the
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learner learn before the teacher teaches".

The use of small group

cooperative learning in mathematics allows for active learning,
opportunities for peer interaction, and opportunities for conceptual
thinking.

The development of skills and knowledge, especially in the

areas of problem solving, statistics, measurement and estimation, can
be enhanced using this technique (Good et al. , 1988; Kerslake, 1989;
Rosenbaum, Behounek, Brown & Burcalow, 1989) .

Good et al. (1988)

concluded that students involved in small group cooperative learning
situations "were more active learners and more motivated and

ti
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enthusiastic about mathematics" (p. 45) .
Davidson (1990) has defined four characteristics of small group
cooperative learning in mathematics which draw upon the four basic
elements of cooperative learning outlined by Johnson et al. (1984) :

t
•

1.
2.
3.
4.

A mathematical task for group discussion and resolution.
Face-to-face interaction in small groups.
An atmosphere of cooperation and mutual helpfulness within
each group. (Davidson, 1990, p. 8)
Individual accountability •

Davidson (1990, pp. 4-5) also listed the following advantages of using
cooperative groups during mathematics :

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

Small groups provide a social support mechanism for the
learning of mathematics.
Small group learning offers opportunities for success for
all students in mathematics.
Mathematics problems are ideally suited for group
discussion.
Mathematics problems can often be solved by several
different approaches.
Students in groups can help one another master basic facts
and necessary computational procedures.
The field of mathematics is filled with exciting and
challenging ideas that merit discussion.
Small groups provide a forum for asking questions,
discussing ideas, making mistakes, learning to listen to
others' ideas, offering constructive criticism, and
summarising discoveries in writing.
Mathematics offers many opportunities for creative thinking,
exploring open-ended situations, making conjectures and
testing them with data, posing intriguing problems, and
solving non-routine problems.
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*

Students in groups can often handle challenging situations
that are well beyond the capabilities of individuals at
that developaental stage.

Noddings (1989) regards group coaposition (heterogeneous/
hoaogeneous) as crucial to the acadeaic learning expected to take
place on any aatheaatical task.
coaposition to the task.

She has advocated aatching group

The research, in her opinion, states that

aeasureaent activities, siaulations, games, and problea solving
activities are all suitable activities for heterogeneous groups
(Noddings, 1989, p. 613) .

However, Noddings has suggested that when

"teachers want to use saall groups for ordinary acadeaic exercises
• • • hoaogeneous ability (or achievement) groupings aay be
appropriate.

The solution of textbook word probleas is an excellent

example. " (Noddings, 1989, p. 615)
Noddings (1989) has also supported the idea of hoaogeneous
grouping as being aore beneficial for average-achieving students in
mathematics.

Noddings has indicated that groups organised for higher

order tasks in aatheaatics should be homogeneous in order that all
aeabers can feel free to interact with one another.

Moreover, she has

stated that "it aay well be that both high- and low-ability students
would perfora well in homogeneous groups if the tasks were
appropriately differentiated" (Noddings, 1989, p. 615).
Parker (1984) and Good et al. (1988) , after investigating
research studies concerning aatheaatics education, appear to have
reached the conclusion that a breakdown has occurred in the area of
learning problem-solving skills.

Students are able to perform

academic exercises, such as word problems that appear in mathematics
textbooks involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division, but are less capable of solving problems.

Parker has stated

that, "in order to be a successful and contributing member in our
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aodern technological society, students will need skills in problea
solving" (1984, p. 3) .

Saal! group cooperative learning atteapts to

deal with the issue of developing problea-solving skills by
encouraging students "to explore ideas, justify their v iewpoints,
share discoveries, talk through probleas, and synthesize knowledge"
(Parker, 1984, p. 4) .
Problea-solving tasks typically aake "higher cognitive deaands on
students and often require several steps and a variety of aethods for
solution" (Good et al. , 1988, p. 15) .

Good et al. (1988) found that

most of the lessons observed in their study of saall group cooperative
learning situations focused on higher-order thinking skills such as
problea solving.

They also found that aost of the groups were

heterogeneous in coaposition.
Johnson and Johnson (cited in Davidson, 1990, p. 113) have
advocated that when students "are working on problea solving tasks and
learning how to coaaunicate aatheaatically, heterogeneous groups are
the aost appropriate [fora of group composition]".
In summary, this review of the literature on saall group
cooperative learning in mathematics has demonstrated that small group
cooperative learning has considerable benefits.

However, the

literature is not so clear as to whether homogeneous or heterogeneous
grouping is preferable.

Hence, the question will be given more

attention as the central focus of the study.

summary of the Chapter
The review of literature was related to the topic of small group
cooperative learning.

The chapter colllllenced with a discussion of

small group cooperative learning followed by a rationale for the use
of small group cooperative learning.

Different kinds of small group
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cooperative learning were listed with aajor eaphasis placed on the
Groups of Four model of saall group cooperative learning.

Two

approaches to the coaposition of groups in saall group cooperative
learning, naaely, heterogeneous and hoaogeneous group coaposition were
discussed in terms of various ways the groups can be foraed,
achievement outcomes expected, and social outcoaes expected.

A

discussion about saall group cooperative learning in matheaatics
concluded the chapter.
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Chapter 3
Research Design

Overview of the Chapter
I n this chapter the procedural aspects of the experimental
section of the pilot study will be discussed under the headings of
conceptual fr&11ework, statement of the hypothesis, research design,
subjects, mathematical concepts, teaching progr&lllles and instruments,
procedure, assumptions of the study, limitations of the study, ethical
considerations., and a su-ary of the chapter.

Conceptual Fraaework
As the review of literature indicated, the composition of groups
was considered to be a contentious aspect of small group cooperative
learning.

The teacher' s behaviours and strategies in the composition

of groups constitutes a key component of the process variables
prevailing where small groups are used during lessons.

Accordingly,

the study focused on one feature of the conceptual fr&11ework developed
by the W. A. C. A. E. Classroom Effectiveness Studies teaa (1990) which
was outlined in Figure 1, namely, organisation for small groups.
The conceptual framework for this study was derived from the
wider W. A. C. A. E. research team' s conceptualisation.

As Figure 2

illustrates, the conceptual framework comprises a set of antecedent
variables, one aspect of the set of process variables, and one major
product variable.

The antecedent variables which were considered

important for this study included the teacher, the component of
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curriculum used in the study, which was mathematics, and the students.
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The key process variable within the organisation for saall groups was
group coaposition, either homogeneously foraed groups or
heterogeneously foraed groups. The aajor product variable under
consideration for this study was higher level cognitive achieveaent.
Teacher

>

Organisation for Saall Groups :

Matheaatics
Content

>

Group Coaposition

�

- hoaogeneous groups

I

Students

�

- heterogeneous groups

ANTECEDENT
(INPUT)
VARIABLES

PROCESS VARIABLES

Figure 2.

Cognitive

PRODUCT (OUTCOME)
VARIABLES

Conceptual framework

The study was designed on the preaise that a teacher could
control the coaposition of saall groups when teaching new content
through saall group cooperative learning techniques.

Depending on how

the groups were formed, students would experience different learning
conditions resulting in different achieveaent rates of higher-order
cognitive learning. Teachers were to use aatching behaviours and

!
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strategies in their teaching, and the treataent of the curriculua was
to be approxiaately equivalent.

Presuaably the different ways of

grouping the students would have had an iapact on student process
variables. However, this study was concerned with investigating
whether or not a difference in achieveaent resulted from two different
ways in which groups were formed rather than describing the nature and
extent of differences in how students behaved.
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The study involved students of a similar socio-economic status,
in the same grade level at school.

Within both classes, each student

received the same instructions and the same problems to solve.

This

was done in an attempt to minimise the 'student' variable.
The concept areas chosen for this study were new to the students;
therefore, pre-testing was unnecessary as it was assumed that students
had no previous experience in these concept areas.

The literature

stated that problem solving activities promoted higher-order thinking
and learning achievement.

Programmes were designed so that the

mathematical concepts were presented as a series of problem solving
activities.

All students undertook the same concepts during the same

time period and completed the same tasks and activities in an effort
to minimise the 'content' variable effects.
The product variable was cognitive, namely, the development of
higher-order thinking skills.

The researcher attempted to minimise

all variables leading to the development of higher-order thinking
skills except the process variable of group composition, and the
student behaviour within small groups variable.

The literature

pointed to heterogeneous group composition as being more effective for
problem solving tasks, higher-order thinking tasks, and tasks that
call for multiple abilities.

The literature also suggested that

students working in a heterogeneous group scored higher on average
than students working in homogeneous groups.

statement of the Hypothesis
The hypothesis adopted for this pilot study was that in the small
group cooperative learning situation of the Groups of Four model,
heterogeneous group composition would result in greater higher-order
learning achievement than homogeneous group composition.
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This hypothesis was derived fro• the purpose of the pilot study
which was to investigate the nature of the relationship between the
composition of small groups in cooperative learning and the outcoaes
in terms of higher-order thinking skills in a Year 6 class.
If small group cooperative learning situations in aatheaatics
generally involve skills such as problem solving, concept development,
and discovery, then the approach to small group cooperative learning
which seemed most appropriate to use was the Groups of Four model.
When students are learning a new concept in mathematics,
practical hands-on problem solving is often involved rather than the
solving of word problems from textbooks.

The research presented in

the review of literature suggested that for the learning and
understanding of higher-order thinking skills, heterogeneous group
composition may be more effective than homogeneous group composition.
The aim of this pilot study was to provide empirical evidence to
support the contention that there is a positive relationship between a
group composition approach and higher-order learning achieveaent of
mathematical concepts.
Specifically, this experiment set out to:
1.

construct and provide equivalent progr&11111es of work for the
learning of two matheaatical concepts;

2.

establish heterogeneous and homogeneous groups for the purpose of
learhing two aathematical concepts;

3.

randomly assign students, in class groups, to a particular
sequence of treatment as shown in the experimental design;

4.

test the students' performance in higher-order learning
achievement of mathematical concepts with an immediate post-test;
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5.

verify the general aim of the pilot study by finding a
relationship between group composition and the learning of a
mathematical concept.
Given the research hypothesis, the null hypothesis was that in

the small group cooperative learning situation of the Groups of Four
model there would be no difference in higher-order learning
achievement between heterogeneous group composition and homogeneous
group composition.

Research Design
A quasi-experimental analysis of variance design was used in this
pilot study.

Two classes of students received instruction on two

mathematical concepts, namely, exponents and percent.

The independent

variable was group composition, namely, heterogeneous or homogeneous.
The dependent variable was the understanding of mathematical concepts.
No control group was used in this pilot study as the study
focused on group composition in a small group cooperative learning
situation and involved comparing two experimental groups rather than
comparing an experimental group to a group receiving no treatment.
Instead, the subjects themselves were their own controls.

Gay (1987,

p. 279) describes using subjects as their own controls as "exposing
the same group to the different treatments, one treatment at a time".
This helped to control for subject differences as the same subjects
received both treatments.
The class groups were assigned randomly to the order of group
composition treatments (heterogeneous/homogeneous) and to the order of
concepts using standard randomisation procedures.

The researcher

assumed that the students were already assigned randomly to the Year 6
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class groups/year level. The individual students worked together in
small groups of four students within each class group.
The analysis of variance design used in the study could be termed
a hierarchical design containing one within-group variable.

One class

group was exposed to one order or sequence of group composition
treatment while the other class group was exposed to a second order or
sequence of group composition treatment.

At the completion of each

treatment all the subjects were tested to determine the amount of
learning in terms of higher-order thinking skills, and an alpha level
of 0. 05 was used to determine significant differences between groups.
The variability aaong students had five potential sources,
namely, practice effects, class group effects, small group effects,
treatment effects, and residual individual differences.

subjects
As the literature revealed a necessity for teachers and students
to be trained in small group cooperative learning techniques and group
processes, two volunteer teachers who had completed a Bachelor of
Education unit which covered these areas were selected to participate
in this pilot study.

The two teachers taught at different primary

schools in the Perth metropolitan area, although the two schools were
located in areas of siailar socio-economic status.
The subjects for the present study consisted of the students in
the classes taught by the two teachers. Both teachers taught a Year 6
class.

The total number of students involved in the study was fifty

(N=50).

There were 16 students in one class (hereafter referred to as

Class A) and 34 students in the other class (hereafter referred to as
Class B).
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Matheaatice Qoncepte
The researcher met with the two classrooa teachers prior to the
co..enceaent of the experiaent in order to deteraine two aatheaatical
concept areas which could be used for the experiaentation phase of the
pilot study.

The deteraining criteria for selection were that the

concepts were:
1.

as yet not introduced to the students ;

2.

of comparable difficulty ;

3.

unrelated ;

4.

of a short term nature, that is, the development of the concepts
could be achieved in two lessons.
Only three possibilities aet the above requireaents, namely,

exponents, percent, and voluae.
percent were chosen.

Of these possibilities exponents and

Although neither class had co..enced the volume

activities prescribed in the Year 6 aatheaatics syllabus, voluae as a
concept had been introduced in previous years in the matheaatics
syllabus used by both schools.

Neither exponents or percent had been

included in the mathematics syllabus until Year 6 and so these two
concepts more adequately met the stated criteria.

Teaching Prograa•ea apd Inetruaente
The two teachers used the same programmes developed by the
researcher in order to maintain consistency in both content and method
between schools and classes.

These programmes detailed the

mathematical concepts to be introduced, the tasks and/or worksheets to
be used, and the style of group composition to be used.

The

programmes outlined the structure of each lesson and detailed the
steps for the teacher to follow during each lesson.

I n addition, each

teaching programme provided the teacher with a cover sheet detailing
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classrooa organisation, group organisation in teras of being either
heterogeneous or homogeneous, and the aaterials and resources
necessary for each lesson such as sufficient copies of each
worksheet/activity for each group.

Accompanying each progr&lllle of

work was a post-test.
I n developing the progra111J1es the researcher examined the syllabus
content for that concept area.

Prograames of work were developed

using the content related to the concept and the researcher' s
knowledge of the Groups of Four model.

The progr&lllles of work

consisted of two one-hour lessons for each concept.

The progr&lllles

were developmental in nature so that even low-ability students would
have a chance of gaining some mastery.
Research cited in the review of literature revealed that problem
solving tasks usually involved higher-order thinking skills which are
the ' product' variable of the present study.

For this reason, the

researcher based the programaes of work on problem solving tasks.
Each lesson plan (two per programae; four in total) detailed the
aain mathematical ideas being explored, the development of the lesson,

and the expected responses to be elicited from the students.
format of each lesson is illustrated in Figure 3.

The

The development of

each lesson was organised into two sections, namely, teacher and small
group, as shown in Figure 3.
,·

The teacher section detailed the tasks

and instructions for teachers to follow and the small group section
detailed the small group problem solving activities.
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MAIN IDEAS

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LESSON

EXPECTED
RESPONSES

Teacher

*
*

Extend new
learning

Review small group activity.
Introduce the next small group
activity.

Small Group

*

*

In your groups find a way to illustrate

35X

Is this less than or greater than

*

Will
vary.

50X?

[If groups are stuck - suggest
drawing two 10 x 10 grids. ]

Figure

a.

Structure of teaching progr&m11es.

The structure of each lesson varied from lesson to lesson.
However, two basic lesson structures were used and these are outlined
in Figures 4 and 5.

Activity

Time
10 min.

1.

Teacher introduction of topic. Review of prior
knowledge. Teacher introduces work to be
explored.

40 min.

2.

Students work in cooperative groups to explore the
tasks and complete the activity.

10 min.

3.

Conclusion:

Review of lesson.

Figure 4. Lesson structure : Exaaple 1
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Time

Activity

10 min.

1.

Teacher introduction of topic.
knowledge.

Review of prior

Teacher introduces work to be

explored.
15 min.

2.

Students work in cooperative groups to explore the
task.

5 min.

3.

Whole group:

Teacher and students review the

task.
5 min.

4.

15 min • . 5.

Teacher introduces the next task.
Students work in cooperative groups to explore the
task.

5 min.

6.

Whole group :

Teacher and students review the

tasks.
5 min.

7.

Conclusion:

Figure 5.

Review of lesson.

Lesson structure :

Exaaple 2

In all, three teaching progr&llllles were developed for the teachers
to follow.

The first progr8.lllle developed was a faailiarisation

progr8.llllle for both teachers and students.
were exponents and percent.

The other two programmes

Each progr&lllle will be discussed in the

following section of the chapter.
Fa,iliarieation programme.

In order to meet the requirement

outlined in the research of familiarising students and teachers with
small group cooperative learning, familiarisation lessons were
developed by the researcher which were unrelated to the concepts of
either exponents or percent.

The familiarisations lessons were

devised to acquaint and expose both students and teachers with the
small group cooperative learning model of the Groups of Four and with
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the overall format of the experimental lessons.

The faailiarisation

lessons used both exaaples of lesson structures as outlined in
Figures 4 and 5.
The faailiarisation prograame consisted of two lessons and the
programme is included as Appendix 3.

In the first lesson the students

were introduced to the Groups of Four model of cooperative learning.
The rules of working in Groups of Four were also discussed with the
students.
The activity for the first faailiarisation lesson focused on
consecutive numbers and number patterns using a problem solving
approach.

The second faailiarisation lesson consisted of a series of

problem solving activities based on the number strand of the Western
Australian Mathematics Syllabus.
Prior to the implementation of the faailiarisation lessons the
researcher provided a copy of the prograaae to a tertiary lecturer who
was conversant with the Groups of Four model of small group
cooperative learning.

This was done in order to establish that the

planned lessons were consistent with the Groups of Four model of small
group cooperative learning and were appropriate to use at the Year 6
level.
Before the actual familiarisation phase of the study commenced
the researcher met with the two classroom teachers on a one-to-one
basis. · During these meetings the researcher inducted the teachers on
the Groups of Four model as proposed by Burns (1981) and Parker
(1984) .

The programme was discussed with the teachers and any

questions raised by the teachers were answered by the researcher.
Similarly, at the completion of the familiarisation phase the
researcher reviewed the lessons with the teachers.
problems that had arisen were dealt with.

At this time any
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During the faailiarisation phase the students worked in both
heterogeneous and hoaogeneous groups.

These group placeaents were

retained for the experiaental phase of the pilot study.

Exponents

The researcher devised a progr111111e of work

progra1•e.

which focused on exponents.

This progralllle is included as Appendix 4.

The lesson structure utilised was the second example of lesson
structure as shown in Figure 5.

The progr8.lllle was developed after

examination of the Western Australian Mathematics Syllabus and
verified by a mathematics education tertiary lecturer for purposes of
content validity.

The researcher then met with the classrooa teachers

and briefed them on the progr8.lllle of work to be iapleaented.
The first lesson on exponents aiaed at developing the notion of
exponent as being used to indicate "to the power of" as in
10 2 = 10 to the power of

2.

I n the second lesson on exponents the

focus was on the relationship between exponents, place value, expanded
numerals and exponential notation.

Percent

progrA9•e.

The researcher undertook the saae steps in

developing the programme for percent, verifying validity of the
programme , and briefing of the teachers as carried out for the

exponents programae .

The percent programme is included as Appendix 6.

The first lesson on percent was aimed at developing the notion of
percent as meaning "in every hundred" and the relationship between
percent, decimals, and fractions.

Emphasis in the second lesson was

on the everyday applications of percent, particularly in the areas of
deposits and interest, and discounts.
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Poet-tests. Each post-test was related directly to the
accoapanying programae of work ,

The post-tests for exponents and

percent are included as Appendices 5 and 7, respectively.
When developing the post-tests, the researcher developed a Table
of Specifications as recommended by Gay (1987) to construct a
multiple-choice test for each mathematical concept.

The format used

for the Table of Specification� is outlined in Figure 6.

UNIT
OBJECTI VES

TOPICS

MARKS

NUMBER OF
QUESTIONS

LEVEL OF
OBJECTIVES

Figure 6. Outline of Table of Specifications
This format allowed a proportionate emphasis in the test to be placed
upon higher-order thinking skills such as analysis, synthesis, and
evaluation according to Bloom' s Taxonomy of Cognitive Objectives.
Other areas of Bloom' s Taxonomy of Cognitive Objectives were also
included in the tests to provide balance, and to ensure that the test
was not too difficult.
The researcher chose to use a multiple-choice test as "they are
the best form of objective type questions . , • , because they can
measure knowledge, understanding, and thinking skills in most
subjects". (Barry & King, 1988, p. 187)

When generating the test

items, the researcher referred to the Table of Specifications and also
took into account guidelines for construction of multiple-choice tests
as discussed in Barry and King (1988, pp. 187-188).
included :

These guidelines
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1.

Use a stea that is siaple and aeaningful.

2.

Ensure that the stea and the alternatives are graaaatically
correct.

3.

Avoid the use of negatives.

4.

Use plausible alternatives and order them in sequence alphabetically, numerically, or chronologically.

5.

Use four or five alternatives only.

6.

Ensure there is one clear, correct answer.

7.

Ensure that the answers are in random order across the test.
The easiest iteas were placed at the beginning of the tests so

that each student could experience success in the test.
The researcher chose to create a 2 6-itea aultiple choice test so
that the reliability of the test could be established using split-half
reliability procedures.

The split-half reliability procedures

involved a test being able to be split into two equal halves, hence
there are 26 items in the test.
I n order to establish content validity of the tests the
researcher provided the tests along with the teaching programmes to be
examined for content validity.

Procedure
I n schematic form, the procedure for the study was
Figure 7.

as

shown in

The study was conducted in three phases, namely, the

familiarisation phase, the experimental phase, and the post-test
phase.
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· The study required the assistance of two volunteer teachers.

Two

teachers who met the requirements were approached informally and
appraised of the research without being appraised of the direction of
the research hypothesis.

With the support of their respective

principals the two teachers agreed to participate.

A copy of the

letter seeking approval from the principals is included as Appendix 1.

CLASS A

CLASS B

*** Familiarisation Phase ***
Experi11entation
Phase

Lesson 1

Hoao/mcl

Hetero/mcl

Lesson 2

Homo/met

Hetero/mcl

*** First post-test ***
Lesson 3

Hetero/mc2

Homo/mc2

Lesson 4

Hetero/mc2

Homo/mc2

*** Second post-test ***
Homo = homogeneous group
Hetero = heterogeneous group
mcl = mathematical concept number 1 (exponents)
mc2 = mathematical concept number 2 (percent)

Figure 7. A schematic representation of the procedural design

The familiarisation phase was the period of time during which the
familiarisation programmes were implemented.
The experimentation phase was the period of time during which the
actual programmes of treatment were implemented.

This occupied two

weeks, with each group learning one concept in a homogeneous group and
one concept in a heterogeneous group.

One mathematical concept and

the associated post-test were administered each week.
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Group composition .

When the students were required to work in

heterogeneous groups, the groups were assigned using a systea of
proportional stratified sampling.

The students in each class were

ranked on the basis of their mathematical abilities (froa highest to
The researcher used

lowest) by their respective classrooa teachers.

this information to form heterogeneous groups consisting of one high-,
one low-, and two average-achieving students.

Although this method of

forming heterogeneous groups bad claiaed advantages and anticipated
difficulties, as discussed in the review of literature, this aethod
was chosen as it also allowed the groups to be gender balanced.

Each

group consisted of at least two aales and two feaales as far as
possible.

This was deeaed necessary to lessen possible differences in

results being attributed to gender differences as discussed in
Chapter 2.
Researchers such as Good and Brophy (1987) and Webb (1982b) found
that a group comprised of one high-, one low-, and two average
achieving students may be more beneficial for high- and low-achievers
than for average-achievers.

However, Robertson, Graves, and Tuck

(cited in Davidson, 1990) viewed heterogeneous groups as reflecting
the composition of the whole class.

Consequently, the researcher

decided that a group consisting of one high-, one low-, and two
average-achievers would be used as this method appeared to reflect a
'normal' class situation.
Homogeneous groups were also formed on the basis of the rank a
student was given by the class teacher for mathematical ability.

The

researcher used this information to form boaogeneous groups which also
were gender balanced with two males and two females wherever possible.
The research suggests that average-achievers perform better in
homogeneous groups than high- and low-achievers.
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Appendix 2 shows the rank order of students and placeaents of
students into both heterogeneous and ho11<>geneous groups.

Within each

class group the students worked in groups containing four students.
Where there were not enough students to complete a group of four, a
group of five students was used.

Testing.
the saae test.

The post-test phase involved all students completing
Two post-tests were adainistered.

The first post-test

was adainistered after the students had completed the activities for
aathematics concept number 1 (exponents) and the second post-test was
ad.ministered after the students had completed the activities for
mathematics concept number 2 (percent).

The post-tests were collected

from the classrooa teachers on completion of each concept.
researcher marked the tests and recorded the results.

The

The teachers

were given copies of their students' results, including a test
analysis for each concept area.
At the completion of these three phases, the data gathered were
analysed.

Aseumptione of the Study
The following assumptions were aad.e in relation to this research
project :
1.

Socio-economic status has been accepted in research domains as a
proxy variable for I. Q. and/or achievement.

As the sample was

being chosen from schools with a similar socio-economic status
the researcher assumed that the students in both classes wo�ld
have had a similar educational and social background.
2.

An assumption made on the basis of the educational background of
the students in the two classes was that the students would have
similar academic abilities.
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3.

The researcher assumed that students in Year 6 at both schools
had a siailar background in relation to mathematics education as
both schools had used the s8.lle aathematics syllabus.

4.

The concepts chosen were new to the students.

5.

The teachers involved followed the provided teach ing programmes
closely to ensure consistency between classes.

6.

Students were assigned randomly to their whole class groups.

Limitations of the study
The following limitations applied to the research project:
1.

The researcher took into account the prescription of Gay (1987)
that a researcher should remain separate from the exper imental
phase of the study.

As a result, the researcher did not observe

the lessons and hence could not verify:

2.

a)

the passivity effect of average-ach ievers;

b)

the teacher's presentation;

c)

the social/affective outcomes.

For effective small group cooperative learning to take place, the
l iterature and previous research had shown that teachers required
training in enhancing group processes.

To fulfil this

requ ireaent, two volunteer teachers were chosen to partic ipate in
this study.

Both teachers had completed a Bachelor of Education

unit which provided a background in small group cooperative
learning techniques.

Although the use of volunteer teachers and

their classes placed a limitation on the study in that the sample
was not chosen randomly, the researcher was more certain of
reduc ing possible teacher effects by using teachers famil iar with
small group cooperative learning.

..
3.
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Slight differences aay have occurred between the sample and the
population fro• which the sample was chosen.

A saall sample has

been shown to be aore likely to produce results different froa
the population than a large sample (Gay, 1987, p. 114) .

In this

research the sample size was 50 students, taken froa two primary
classes in the Perth aetropolitan area.

Given that this sample

size was quite saall, soae generalizability probleas may arise
when applying the findings of the study to a wider population.
This problem is escalated by the fact that the sample was not
totally random and was instead chosen on the basis of using the
clas ses of the two volunteer teachers.
4.

As no pre-test was used the researcher had no aeasure of
studen ts ' prior knowledge in ei ther of the concept areas .

However, the researcher decided that

as

the students a pre-test was unnecessary.

the concepts were new to
If a pre-test had been

used the students may have been alerted to the direction of the
research, resulting in a bias in the results.
5.

The "Hawthorn Effect" may have had soae bearing on the results
obtained for this study.

The Hawthorn Effect is a term used to

describe any situation "in which subjects' behaviour is affected
not by the treatment per se, but by their knowledge of
participation in a study" (Gay, 1987, p. 275) .

The students in

this study were not told the research direction, but were
informed that the researcher was investigating a new way of
presenting mathematics.

This may have biased results but both

the teachers and researcher deemed that an explanation was
necessary to explain a new practice and a new set of rules in the
class.
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6.

The novelty of mathematics lessons being presented in a different
way may have increased the students' intrinsic motivation, and so
raised the students' achievement levels.

Ethical Considerations
Confidentiality of all participants in the study was guaranteed
by the researcher.

I n order to adhere to this guarantee the fol lowing

steps were taken:
1.

The schools involved in the study were not identified by school
name or location.

2.

The teachers involved in the study were not identified in the
study except where referred to as the teacher of Class A or
Class B�

3.

The students who participated in the study were not identified in
the study except where referred to by a number fro• 01 to 50, or
as a member of Class A or Class B.

summary of the Chanter
This chapter examined the procedural aspects of the pilot study.
The conceptual framework which emerged fro• the literature and
direction of a W. A. C. A. E. research teaa on classroom effectiveness
studies was presented.

This was fol lowed by restating the research

problem and a statement of both the experimental and null hypotheses.
The quasi-experimental research design was presented fol lowed by a
description of the subjects involved in the pilot study.

The method

and criteria for selection of the mathematical concepts to be explored
were then discussed and a description of the teaching programmes and
instruments was provided.

The actual procedure fol lowed was then
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described and the chapter concluded with a discussion of both the
assumptions and the limitations of the pilot study.
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Chapter 4
Data Analysis

overview of the Chapter
This chapter on data analysis will discuss the methods used by
the researcher to determine the validity and reliability of the post
tests, the procedure followed to collate the data, and the method used
to analyse the data.

Validity of the Post-Tests
Validity, in educational measurement terms, is the degree to
which a test measures what it is supposed to measure.
several different types of validity:
and predictive.
crucial.

There are

content, construct, concurrent,

For this kind of study content validity was the most

Gay (1 987, p. 130) has stated that "content validity is of

prime importance for achievement tests as a test score cannot
accurately reflect a student's achievement if it does not measure what
the student was supposed to learn".
Gay (1987, p. 542) has defined content validity as "the degree to
which a test measures an intended content area; it is determined by
expert judgement and requires both item validity and sampling
validity".

I tem validity refers to whether the items on the test

represent measurement in the intended content area.

Sampling validity

refers to how well the test samples the total content area (Gay, 1987,
p. 129) ,
Content validity cannot be given a quantitative value and cannot
be computed.

Rather, content validity is determined by an expert who

reviews the test and the process used in developing the test, taking
into account both item and sampling validity.
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For this pilot study, the progra1111es of work, the Tables of
Specifications, and the proposed post-tests were subaitted to a
mathematics education tertiary lecturer.

This lecturer reviewed all

the relevant inforaation and recommended some ainor alterations to the
post-tests.

Attention was given to the recoaaended alterations.

Reliability of the Post-Tests
Reliability, in teras of educational aeasurement, is the degree
to which a test consistently measures whatever it aeasures, and is
expressed numerically, usually as a coefficient.

The reliability

coefficient can range between a positive, perfect reliability of +1. 00
and a negative, perfect reliability of -1. 00.

A coefficient of 0. 00

normally means there is no reliability.
There are several ways of determining reliability.

The different

procedures for determining reliability in co..on usage were exaained
and split-half reliability procedures were adopted to determine the
reliability of the post-tests.

Split-half reliability procedures,

while requiring only one application of the test, also provided the
researcher with a measure of internal consistency.
The researcher applied the following procedure adapted from Gay
(1987, p. 139) to the data in order to calculate split-half
reliability of the post-tests:
1.

The 'total test was adainistered to both class groups.

2.

The researcher divided the total test into two comparable halves
by including all odd items in one half and all even items in the
other half.

3.

The researcher computed each subject' s score on the two halves of
the test - each subject consequently had two scores for each
test; a score for the odd items and a score for the even items.
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4.

The researcher correlated the two sets of scores using the
Pearson r formula:

r

5.

I:XY - (EX} ( 2,Y)
N

Jfx2 _ �ZJ r2 - iltJ

=

-----------

The researcher evaluated the results.
As a split-half reliability coefficient only represents the

reliability of a test half as long as the actual test, a correction
formula needed to be applied in order to determine the reliability of
the total test. The correction formula used by the researcher was the
Spearman-Brown prophecy formula :
r (total test)

=

2 r (split half)

1 + r (split half)

Standard error of measurement (�) was also calculated for each
post-test.

Standard error of measurement is an "estimate of how often

you can expect errors of a given size" (Gay, 1987 . , p. 142) . A small
standard error of measurement indicates high reliability, while a high
standard error of measurement indicates low reliability.

Standard

error of measurement was calculated using the following formula:

� =

SD

./'f - r

The researcher calculated standard error of measurement as a secondary
source of reliability data, and as an aid to the interpretation of
post-test data in relation to the scores obtained by the students.
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Collation of the Post-Test Data
The post-tests were marked by the researcher.

Accuracy was

ensured by double checking the marking of each test and the recording
of each test score.

As the post-tests used were both of an objective

nature with only one correct answer per question, no scorer
interpretation was required.
per correct question .

The scoring system consisted of one mark

For this reason, the establishment of scorer

reliability was not necessary.
After the two post-tests were scored the results were transferred
to summary data sheets which are included as Appendix 8.

The

recording of the scores in a systematic manner facilitated examination
of the data and data analysis procedures.
In order to facilitate computer analysis of variance the data
were coded in a numerical way.

The steps employed by the researcher

in this process were:
a)

Each subgroup was assigned a number as follows :
(1)

Class B :

Exponents - heterogeneous groups.

(2)

Class A :

Exponents - homogeneous groups.

(3)

Class A :

Percent - heterogeneous groups.

( 4)

Class B :

Percent - homogeneous groups.

b)

Each student was assigned an ID number from 0 1-50.

c)

Scores for each student on each post-test were assigned
numerically from 01 to 26, depending on each student' s score.
The researcher used the information presented on the data summary

sheets to construct a frequency distribution and frequency polygon for
each concept area in order to examine the descriptive statistics
related to the post-test scores such as the mean, median, range, and
standard deviation.
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Analysis of the Post-Test Data
Analysis of variance was adopted as the overall statistical
procedure in the analysis of the performance scores gained by the
students on the two post-tests.

This section of the chapter will

describe analysis of variance briefly and will then outline the
procedure followed by the researcher when computing the analysis of
variance.

Description of

analysis

of variance .

The concept which underlies

analysis of variance is that the variance of scores can be attributed
to two sources·, namely, variance between groups and variance within
groups.

For variance of scores to occur the dependent variable would

be affected by the independent variable.

The dependent variable for

the pilot study was the understanding of matheaatical concepts.

Gay

(1987, p. 392) stated that "randomly formed groups are assumed to be
essentially the same at the beginning of a study on a measure of the
dependent variable".

The independent variable was group composition,

namely, heterogeneous or homogeneous.

At the completion of the study,

after administration of the independent variable, also referred to as
the treatment, analysis of variance was used to determine whether the
between groups variance (treatment) differed from the within group
variable (error) by more than could be expected by chance (Gay, 1987,
p. 392) .
Analysis of variance is calculated as an E ratio.

If the E ratio

is deemed to be significant then the null hypothesis is rejected.
However, if the E ratio is not deemed to be significant the null
hypothesis is not rejected.
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Outline of procedure. For the pilot study analysis of variance
was used to determine whether there was a significant difference
between the means of the post-tests at an alpha level of 0. 05
( £X=O. 05) .
The coll.lllercially available computer software package Statistical
Analysis System (SAS) was used to compute the analysis of variance.
The coded data, as described in the section on Collation of Data in
this chapter, was entered into the computer.

The computer was then

used to perform the analysis of variance using the General Linear
Models procedure of analysis of variance.

During this procedure the

post-test mean score for each concept was compared on a class basis.
The null hypothesis for this study could be interpreted as:
Class A should perform equally as well as Class B on both concepts.
I f the null hypothesis is rejected then according to the direction
provided by the research hypothesis, the researcher would expect the
results of the analysis of variance to indicate that :
a)

mcl (exponents) :

b)

mc2 (percent) :

Class B should perform better than Class A.
Class A should perform better than Class B.

me = mathematics concept

summary of the Chanter

This chapter
examined the procedures the researcher used in order
•

to determine validity of the post-tests, followed by a discussion of
reliability procedures applied to the post-tests.

The method used to

collate the data from the post-tests was then outlined and the chapter
concluded with a discussion of the analysis of variance procedure
followed by the researcher.
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Chapter 6
Results and Discussion

overview of the Chapter
The following chapter wi�l present the results for this pilot
study in terms of validity, reliability, descriptive statistics, and
analysis of variance.
included.

I nterpretations of the results will also be

General observations based on the post-test data will then

be presented followed by a discussion of the results.

Results of Content Validity
The post-tests were reviewed by a aatheaatics education tertiary
lecturer who declared them to have content validity for the purposes
of this pilot study.

Interpretation of the Validity Results
As the post-tests were deemed to have content validity, they were
considered to have measured what the students were supposed to learn .
I n this respect, the results gained by each student on each post-test
tended to reflect each student' s achievement in the learning of the
respective mathematics concepts.
As the dependent variable for this study was the understanding of
two mathematical concepts, post-tests which contained both item
validity and sampling validity, that is, content validity, were
essential to the outcome of the study.

I n order to attribute any

significant differences in achievement to the independent variable the
dependent variable needed to be measured accurately and in an
appropriate way.

By having established content validity of the post-
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tests any significant differences in achievement could be attributed
to the independent variable of group composition .

Results of Reliability Procedures
The results of the split-half reliability procedures, application
of the Spearman-Brown correction formula, and Standard Error of
Measurement (SE.1) procedures for each post-test are presented in
Table 1.

Table 1

Results of Reliability Procedures
Concept
Area

Split-half
Reliability

Corrected
Reliability

SEn

Exponents r

=

0. 32

r

=

0. 48

3. 20

r

=

0. 42

r

=

O. 59

1. 98

Percent

Interpretation of Reliability Results
The results presented for the reliability of the post-tests
indicated that there was a positive relationship between the two
halves of each post-test.
The post-test for exponents was reliable to an acceptable level.
I f the test was administered again the students would obtain a similar
score to that achieved on the first administration of the test.

The

standard error of measurement score of 3. 20 indicated that a student ' s
true score on the exponents post-test could range three marks in
either direction from the same student' s obtained score.

This is

considered to be acceptably small on a 26-item test (Gay, 1987) .
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The post-test for percent was also deemed reliable.

If the

percent post-test was administered a second time, the two scores
obtained by each student would be similar.

A standard error of

measurement score of 1. 98 was considered by the researcher to be
acceptably small for a 26-item test (Gay, 1987).
The reliability coefficients of 0. 48 and 0. 59 were considered
satisfactory compared to normal educational measurement standards of
reliability.

The purpose of assessing split-half reliability was to

check that the tests did contain internal consistency and that the two
halves of each . post-test were positively related.

In terms of this

pilot study, the recorded levels of split-half reliability and the
standard error of measurement results were j udged acceptable.

This

meant that when viewing each student' s score and using the scores
gained for the purposes of analysis of variance, the score of each
student was sufficiently close to the student' s true score.

In this

sense, the results gained were deemed reliable,

Descriptive statistics
Most statistical analyses such as the analysis of variance
procedures planned for this study are based on the assumption that the
scores represent a normal distribution.

In order for analysis of

variance procedures to be applied to the data gathered in this study
descriptive statistics were calculated to determine whether or not the
scores gained on the two post-tests represented a normal distribution.
The data for each student on both post-tests were collated and
frequency distributions and polygons based on the results of the two
post-tests were devised.

Following a report of the descriptive

statistics for each post-test, an interpretation of the results will
be presented.
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Frequency distributions and nolygone.

The frequency distribution

for the score gained by each student on the exponents post-test is
Only 49 scores were available as one student

presented in Table 2.

from Class B was not present when the exponents post-test was
administered.

Table 2

Frequency Dietribution Based
on 49 Exponent Teet Scoree
Score
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Frequency
of Score
1
4
3
6
6
3
2
3
4
3
4
1
1
3
1
2
2

The data from Table 2 were transferred to a frequency polygon
which is presented in Figure 8.

As Figure 8 shows, the scores

achieved on the exponent post-test ranged from 6 through to 22, with a
mean of 12. 88.

The scores are positively skewed but with a standard

deviation of 4. 45 which is moderate and, with the measures of central
tendency approximately the same, the distribution is acceptable.
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The frequency distribution for the score gained by each student
on the percent post-test is presented in Table 3.

Only 48 scores were

available as two students from Class B were not present when the
percent post-test was administered.
The data from Table 3 were transferred to a frequency polygon
which is presented in Figure 9.

As Figure 9 shows the scores achieved

on the percent post-test ranged from 11 through to 24, with a mean of
18. 10.

The scores represent a normal distribution with a standard

deviation of 3. 09 which is moderate, and with the measures of central
tendency approximately the same.
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Table 3

Frequency Distribution Based

on 48 Percent Test scores

Frequency
of Score

Score

1
1
2
1
4
5
7
7
5
3
6
1
2
3

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

)(= 1 8 • 10
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Collhination of the poet-test results.

Measures of central

tendency and aeasures of variability were deterained for the post-test
scores.

The median, mean, range, and standard deviation of the scores

for each post-test are presented in Table 4.

The results in Table 4

represent descriptive statistics for Class A, Class B, and Class A and
Class B coabined.

Table 4

Measures of Central Tendency and Variability
Class
A

Group
Composition
Hoao

Exponents
M :

I :

R :
SD :

B

Hetero

M :

r:

R :
SD :

A + B

M :

? :

R :
SD :

hetero = heterogeneous groups
homo = homogeneous groups
M = aedian
! = mean,
R = range
SD = standard deviation

Group
Percent
Coaposition

10. 00
11. 87
7-20
3. 74

Hetero

13. 00
13. 36
6-22
4. 68

Homo

12. 00
12. 88
6-22
4. 45

M :

I :
R :

SD :

M :

f :

R :

SD :

M :

! :
R :

SD :

18. 00
16. 93
12-20
2. 60
18. 00
18. 59
11-24
3. 14
18. 00
18. 10
11-24
3. 09
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Interpretation of the Deecriptiye Stati1tic1
From the data displayed in Tables 2 and 3 and Figures 8 and 9 the
distribution of scores appeared to be relatively normal or
BYJ111etrical.

Thie was confirmed by establishing measures of central

tendency for the poet-test scores.

Gay (1987, p. 354) states that for

a symmetrical distribution the median and mean are the eaae or very
close.

Table 4 demonstrated that within each class the median and

mean were similar, and overall the median and mean for both classes
were very close.

Thie indicated that the distribution of scores for

the poet-tests . was essentially normal or symmetrical.
When scores represent a normal distribution, it is true to say
that :
a)

b)
c)

X

X
X

=
± 2SD =
± 3SD =
± 1SD

approximately 68% of the scores ;
approximately 95% of the scores ; and

approximately 99 +% of the scores.

The results for both the poet-tests indicated that the scores were
consistent with the standard pattern of scores.

Thie method of

analysing the measures of central tendency and variability was used as
a double check to ascertain that the scores represented essentially a
normal distribution.
Most statistical analyses are based on the assumption that scores
are normally distributed.

Because the scores obtained from both poet

tests were essentially normal in terms of distribution the analysis of
variance techniques were considered to be appropriate and any results
gained would be accurate.
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Analysis of Variance Results
After establishing that the scores of the two post-tests
essentially represented a normal distribution, an analysis of variance
(ANOVA ) was undertaken .

Using the General Linear Model of Analysis of
The analysis of variance

Variance an E ratio of 15 , 91 was computed.

procedure then determined whether the E ratio was significant or not
at an alpha level of 0. 05.
analysis of variance ,

Table 5 displays the results of the

Means with the same Duncan Grouping in Table 5

were not significant .

Table 5

Results of ANQYA
Group

Duncan
Grouping

N

Mean

2

16

11. 875

A

1

33

13. 364

A

4

34

18. 636

B

3

14

16. 929

B

Group 1 : Class B - exponents
Group 2: Class A - exponents
Group 3 : Class A - percent Group 4 : Class B - percent N = number of subjects

- heterogeneous
- hoaogeneous
heterogeneous
homogeneous

For this study the researcher was concerned with comparing the
means of Groups 1 and 2, and Groups 3 and 4.

The mean of Group 1 was

found to be not significantly different from the mean of Group 2.

The

mean of Group 3 was found to be not significantly different from the
mean of Group 4.
Figure 10.

A summary of these results is presented in
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Class A
Exponents

Class B

Group 2
11. 875

not significant

Group 3
X
16.929

not significant

x=

Percent

=

Eiiuce 10.

Group 1
13.364

x=

Group 4
= 18. 636

x

Summary of the ANOVA results

Intecncetation of Analysis of Variance Results
The research hypothesis for this pilot study was that in the
small group cooperative learning situation of the Groups of Four Model
heterogeneous group composition would result in greater higher-order
learning achievement than homogeneous group composition.
The null hypothesis was that in the small group cooperative
learning situation of the Groups of Four Model there would be no
difference in higher-order learning achievement between heterogeneous
group composition and homogeneous group composition.
The interpretation of the results of the analysis of variance
will be discussed using the headings of exponents and percent.

For

each of these mathematical concept areas the results will be restated,
and related to both the research and null hypotheses.

Exponents.

For the pilot study to be consistent with the

research �ypothesis, Class B was expected to perform better than Class
A on the mathematical concept of exponents, that is, Group 1 would
perform better than Group 2.

However, the results demonstrated that

there was no significant difference between the means of Group 1 and
Group 2 ,

For the area of exponents the null hypothesis was not

rejected and, therefore, the research hypothesis was not supported.
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Percent.

In order for the results to be consistent with the

research hypothesis, Class A was expected to perfor• better than
Class B on the mathematical concept of percent, that is, Group 3 would
The results demonstrated that there was

perform better than Group 4.

no significant difference between the means of Group 3 and Group 4.
Therefore, i n the aathematical concept area of percent the null
hypothesis was not rejected and, consequently, the research hypothesis
was not supported.
Overall, the null hypothesis was not rejected and therefore the
research hypotheses were not supported.

The results of the pilot

study indicate that in the small group cooperative learning situati on
of the Groups of Four Model there was no difference in higher-order
learning achieveaent between heterogeneous group composition and
homogeneous group composition.

General Observations Based on the Poet-Teet Data
The following section of the chapter will describe some trends
and patterns noted by the researcher when examining the data.

These

trends and patterns are additional to the original intentions of the
study and therefore do not have any significant bearing on the
research hypotheses.

However, the researcher decided that the trends

and patterns were important enough to be included in the thesis.
The post-test scores for both classes were examined on a small
group by small-group basis.

The students ' scores were organised into

Groups of Four according to the group arrangements used during the
experimentation phase of the study.

This was done so that account

could be taken of the scores within each small group in order to
identify any patterns or trends which emerged.
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A trend was noticed in Class B.

In four of the eight

heterogeneous groups the high-achiever in the group scored 751 or
better.

In two instances where the high-achiever scored over 751 the

low-achiever in the group scored 401 or better on the post-test. On a
third instance the high-achiever was not present for the
administration of the post-test but the low-achiever in the group
scored 501 on the test which may suggest a continuation of the trend.
The fourth instance where the high-achiever scored over 751 the low
achiever' s score (under 401) was inconsistent with the observed trend.
Conversely, when the high-achievers in Class B scored less than 751 on
the post-test the low-achievers in the saae groups scored less than
401.

This occurred in all four heterogeneous groups where the high

achiever scored less than 751.

However, when the post-test scores for

Class A were examined for heterogeneous groups the same trends were
not apparent, although judgement was restricted as two of the four
high-achievers in Class A were not present for the administration of
the post-test .
The second trend noticed by the researcher was based upon the
information in Table 6 .

In this study the gender of the teacher

appeared to be related to the post-test mean scores when compared on a
gender basis.

The researcher calculated the means for the females and

males in poth concept areas on a class basis.

comparison are displayed in Table 6.

The results of this

In Class A, which was taught by

a female teacher, the females achieved a higher mean score than males
regardless of the mathematical concept or group composition.

The

males in Class B, which was taught by a male teacher, achieved a
higher mean score than females regardless of the mathematical concept
or group composition.

I .

�'
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Table 6

Gender Based Means For Class A and Class B
Class

l

Exponents
M
F

M

l

Percent

F

A

11. 30

14. 00

15. 75

18. 16

B

14. 29

10. 50

19. 76

13. 88

The above trends and patterns based on the post-test data were
not directly related to the area of research undertaken by the pilot
study but they were deemed worthy of reporting as they may suggest
areas for further research.

Discussion of the Results
A brief restatement of the results will be provided at the
beginning of this section.

This will be followed by a discussion of

five possible contributing factors to the results gained.

Restateaent of the results . Content validity was established for
the post-tests prior to their implementation.

Split-half reliability

was computed and, while not producing reliability levels generally
considered as high in research domains, was deemed satisfactory for
the purposes of the pilot study.
Descriptive statistics including the median, mean, range, and
standard deviation of the post-test scores were calculated and
reported.

The descriptive statistics indicated that the post-test

scores essentially represented a normal distribution.

/,:, 1i
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Analysis of variance procedures were applied to the post-test
data.

The results of the analysis of variance indicated that in both

the mathematical concept areas there were no significant differences
in higher-order learning achievement between the groups and the null
hypothesis was not able to be rejected.

As a consequence, the

research hypothesis that in the small group cooperative learning
situation of the Groups of Four model heterogeneous group composition
would result in greater higher-order learning achievement than
homogeneous group composition was not supported.

Variables· which may have affected the results.

As the null

hypothesis was not rejected it was speculated that soae factors of an
inter-class nature may have intervened in the results.

One

contributing factor may have been the gender issue discussed in the
previous section of the chapter.

Another maj or factor may be

differential levels of abilities between the two classes.
Although an assumption underlying the study was that the two
classes would be relatively equal on the basis of socio-economic
status, there did appear to be a difference between the two classes.
Class B students scored higher on both mathematical concept post-tests
than Class A students.

This may be an indication that the students in

Class B were more academically advanced than the students in Class B
at the sommencement of the experiment but as no pre-tests were applied
there is no information available to support this statement other than
the post-test scores.

On the exponents post-test the mean score for

Class B was 13. 364 and for Class A was 11. 875.

On the percent post

test the mean score for Class B was 18. 636 and for Class A was 16. 929.
While there were no reported significant differences in these mean
scores, Class B students performed better than Class A students in
both post-tests.
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A factor contributing to the non-rejection of the null hypothesis
may have been the degree to which the teacher was able to follow the
progr111111es provided by the researcher.

The researcher had emphasized

the importance of following the programmes in order for there to be
consistency in instruction for both the classes.

Although neither

teacher reported any difficulties following the programmes, the
possibility arises that one class teacher may have provided extra work
for the students in the relevant mathematical concept areas.
Another factor which was discovered only after the experiment was
completed was that in Class B a relief teacher replaced the normal
classroom teacher for a major portion of the percent phase of the
experiment.

The regular classroom teacher only returned in time to

administer the percent post-test, which meant that the relief teacher
took the two lessons focused on the concept of percent.

Although the

regular classroom teacher left instructions on the correct procedure
to follow during these lessons there was no guarantee that these
instructions were followed.

It is possible that the relief teacher

may have been unaware of the importance of following the prescribed
lessons or prescribed group composition and may have deviated from or
expanded upon the content of the percent programme.

If this did

occurr the percent post-test results may have been distorted in favour
of Class B as these students were in homogeneous groups for the
concept area of percent.

The research hypothesis for the mathematical

concept of percent was interpreted as Class A should perform better
than Class B.

I f direction or instruction other than that which was

provided, in the programme of work for percent was provided Class B
students may have scored higher than normally would have been expected
on the percent post-test.

I f results for Class B were unintentionally

raised this could have affected the results of the study for the

�i1
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mathematical concept of percent.

However, on the basis of subjective

assessment it is unlikely that this occurred.

The experimental lessons used

a problem solving approach to expand knowledge and higher-order
learning achievement in a particular mathematical concept area.

The

reason for this difference was that the major aim of the
familiarisation phase was to train the teachers and students in the
Groups of Four model of small group cooperative learning.

However, it

is possible that the variation between the content of the
familiarisation and experimental lessons may have influenced the
results as a change in the nature of the lessons may have prevented
students from associating skills learned during the familiarisation
phase with the skills required for the experimental lessons.
The mathematical concept of exponents was treated first and the
mathematical concept of percent was treated second.

The mean scores

of the classes for the exponents post-test and the percent post-test
were significantly different.

The percent post-test mean scores were

significantly higher than the mean scores on the exponents post-test.
Practice effects may have been a contributing factor in this
phenomenon.

The students had received more experience in the Groups

of Four model of small group cooperative learning when they commenced
the lessons for percent than they had received prior to commencing the
lessons for exponents.

The students would have been more experienced

in the Groups of Four model, working in small groups, and �ore
familiar with the lesson structure when completing the percent
lessons.

j

This may have had a bearing on the results.
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The

familiarisation lessons used a problem solving approach without an
emphasis on a particular concept area.
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The type of content in the familiarisation lessons was different
to the type of content in the experimental lessons.
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Five possible factors contributing to the non-rejection of the
null hypothesis have been discussed.

These were differential levels

of abilities between the two classes , the degree to which the teacher
was able to follow the programmes of work, the effect a relief teacher
may have had on the results, the effect the type of content in the
familiarisation and experimental lessons may have had, and practice
effects.

The first three factors discussed were all inter-class

factors.

The difference in type of content in the familiarisation

lessons and the experimental lessons was due to lack of clear
direction from the literature, while the practice effects factor was a
result of the order of treatment and may have applied in reverse if
the exponents treatment had occurred second.

The gender of the

teacher may have also been a contributing factor.

summary of the Chapter
Content

The results of the study were presented in this chapter.

validity and split-half reliability were calculated and both found to
be at satisfactory levels.

Descriptive statistics were used to

determine that the scores represented a normal distribution.

This was

important as analysis of variance procedures are based on normal
distributions of scores.
presented.

The results of the analysis of variance were

The null hypothesis was not rejected and therefore the

research hypothesis was not supported.

General observations of trends

apparent in the data were discussed, followed by a discussion of the
possible contributing factors in the non-rejection of the null
hypothesis.

r,
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Chapter 6
Conclusions, laplications, and Recoaaendations
f

Overview of the Chapter
The chapter will commence with a summary of the pilot study and
report the major conclusions.

The results of the study will be

related to the relevant literature.

An evaluation of the research

design will be undertaken prior to a discussion of the implications of
the study.

The chapter will conclude with several recommendations for

further research.

Summary of the Pilot study
I n recent years small group cooperative learning has been given
increasing attention by researchers.

This interest has been a result

of a growing awareness of the benefits that small group cooperative
learning can bring to the learning process.

These benefits include

gains in areas of academic achievement, self-confidence as a learner,
cross-cultural/cross-racial relationships, social acceptance of
mainstreamed students, and improved attitudes towards school and
learning.
A particular focus of North American researchers has been small
group cooperative learning in mathematics.

Little work had been done

in this area in Western Australian schools and with the changed
emphasis in the Western Australian primary school mathematics syllabus
away from rote learning and pen and paper calculations toward
discovery learning a local study seemed appropriate.

.,
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This pilot study proposed to investigate the relationship between
the composition of cooperative small groups, heterogeneous or
homogeneous, and the learning of a mathematical concept in the primary
school years.

The conceptual framework for this pilot study emerged

from both the literature in this area and the direction being taken by
a team of W. A. C. A . E. researchers who are investigating small group
cooperative learning techniques.
Data were collected using a quasi-experimental analysis of
variance design.
study.

Year 6 students in two classes participated in the

Two mathematical concepts were introduced to each class of

students, with students learning one concept in a heterogeneous group
and the other concept in a homogeneous group.

The two classes learned

the same concept at the same time but used contrasting group
composition techniques.

A post-test was applied at the completion of

instruction for each mathematical concept and an analysis of variance
was used to analyse the data from the post-tests.
The data indicated that while the students had developed higher
order thinking skills in the concept areas , the type of group
compositi on had not affected the amount of higher-order learning which

occurred.

Conclusions of the study
The conclusion of the study was that in the small group
cooperative learning situation of the Groups of Four model there was
no difference in higher-order learning achievement between
heterogeneous group composition and homogeneous group composition.

......,
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The research hypothesis that in the small group cooperative
learning situation of the Groups of Four model heterogeneous group
composition would result in greater higher-order thinking than
homogeneous group composition was not supported.

As a result, the

debate about whether to use heterogeneous or homogeneous groups in
small group cooperative learning situations in mathematics was not
resolved by this pilot study, nor was it the intention of this pilot
study to do so.

Rather, as stated previously, one of the purposes of

the pilot study was to contribute to the growing educational research
data in the area of small group cooperative learning.

General Discussion of the study in Relation to the Literature
The following section of the chapter will relate the design
structure, results and findings of the pilot study to the relevant
literature.

The discussion will focus around the issues and

literature presented in Chapter 2.

Design structure . Cohen (1986, p . 9) suggested two preconditions
necessary for small group cooperative learning to be an effective
technique for the development of conceptual learning.

The first

precondition was that the task should require higher-order thinking.
The dependent variable of the research design used for this pilot
study was the understanding of mathematical concepts.

A mathematical

concept was defined in Chapter 1 as involving the development of
higher-order thinking skills such as analysis, synthesis, and
evaluation.
fulfilled ,

I n this respect, Cohen's first precondition was
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The second precondition was that the group must have the
intellectual skills, vocabulary, and relevant information to succeed
in the task.

The two programmes of work planned for the students were

submitted to a mathematics education tertiary lecturer in order to
establish content validity.

The vocabulary and information to be used

formed an integral part of establishing content validity.

The two

programmes of work were based on the Year 6 mathematics syllabus, with
sequential progress through each mathematical concept.

This involved

the assumption that the students would have the necessary intellectual
skills.

Therefore, the second precondition imposed by Cohen was

fulfilled.
Noddings (1989) and Davidson (1990) suggested properly prepared
task instructions in addition to Cohen ' s suggested preconditions.

The

two programmes of work provided to the teachers included task
instructions which were assumed to be appropriate on the basis of
content validity.
Johnson et al. (1984, p. 4) listed four elements identified in
their research that should exist in order for small group cooperative
learning to be truly cooperative.

These elements were positive

interdependence among group members, face-to-face interaction among
students, individual accountability for mastering assigned material,
and interpersonal small group skills.

Using the Groups of Four model

of small group cooperative learning for mathematics instruction and
including post-tests to cater for individual accountability fulfilled
the requirements identified by Johnson et al. (1984).

!'
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The literature expressed a need for the training of teachers
(Good et al. 1988; Noddings, 1989; Parker, 1984) and students (Good &
Brophy, 1987; Noddings, 1989) in saall group cooperative learning.

In

line with this expression of need, a familiarisation phase was
included in the study.
Webb (1982a) stated that, on average, students in heterogeneous
groups scored higher on achieveaent tests than students who worked in
homogeneous groups. This idea was adopted by the researcher as the
basis of the research hypothesis of the study.
Good and Brophy (1987) and Webb (1982b) argued against teacher
formed groups coaposed of one high-, one low-, and two average
achieving students on the grounds that this for• of group coaposition
was aore acadeaically beneficial for high- and low-achievers, as the
high-achievers would perceive a need to tutor the low-achievers, but
not perceive the same need in regard to the average-achievers.
Conversely, Johnson et al. (1984) and Noddings (1989) supported a
group composed of one high-, one low-, and two average-achievers. For
the purpose of this study, the mode of one high-, one low-, and two
average-achievers was adopted. , The linkage reported in Chapter 5
between high-achievers doing well and low-achievers doing well in this
form of group composition supported the literature on this topic.

Results and findings. The literature revealed a debate among
researchers in regard to the composition of small cooperative learning
groups.

Webb (1982b) , Good and Brophy (1987), and Noddings (1989)

suggested that average-achievers would perform better in homogeneous
groups and remain relatively passive in heterogeneous groups.

The

pilot study did not support the literature in this respect. The
results of the two post-tests indicated that the average-achievers
scored similar results regardless of the group composition technique
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used. This finding is not meant to imply that this would always be
the case.
As no process data were gathered in the pilot study no
information was available from the study to support or reject the view
of Good and Brophy (1987) that average-achievers remain relatively
passive in heterogeneous groups as compared to homogeneous groups.
Good and Brophy (1987) suggested that high-achievers and low
achievers would not perform as well in homogeneous groups as they
would perform in heterogeneous groups.

The findings of the present

study did not support the literature, as the results of each post-test
indicated that the high- and low-achieving students scored similar .
results on both post-tests.

This would lead to the conclusion that

performance was relatively unaffected by group composition.

However,

this is not aeant to imply that the finding of this pilot study would
always be supported.

The reservations regarding teacher formed groups

of one high-, one low-, and two average-achieving students expressed
by Good and Brophy (1987) and Webb ( 1982a) discussed in the previous
section of the chapter were supported in several of the groups froa
Class B.

However, the relationship between high-achievers and low

achievers doing well as noted in Class B was not apparent in the
results from Class A.

Overall, a group composed of one high-, one

low-, and two average-achieving students was supported by the study as
an effective method of composing heterogeneous groups for instruction.
The literature reviewed discussed group composition in relation
to the subject area of matheaatics.

Many of the researchers supported

the use of cooperative learning techniques focusing on higher-order
thinking as being beneficial to the understanding of mathematical
concepts (Good et al. , 1988 ; Johnson and Johnson cited in Davidson,
1990 ; Noddings, 1989).

This view was supported by the findings of the
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pilot study.

The students in both Class A and Class B were exposed to

each concept area for a relatively short period of time yet the
students demonstrated a satisfactory understanding of the two concept
areas.

The focus on higher-order thinking seemed to aid the students'

concept attainment and development, which supported the findings
reported in the literature.
In regard to group composition, Noddings (1989) proposed that
homogeneous groupings were more beneficial for average-achieving
students working on mathematical tasks requiring higher-order
thinking.

Conyersely, Good et al. (1988) , Parker (1984) , and Johnson

and Johnson (cited in Davidson, 1990) proposed that heterogeneous
groupings were more beneficial for all students when working on
mathematical tasks requiring higher-order thinking,

No significant

difference was found between heterogeneous group composition and
homogeneous group composition in higher-order learning achievement.
Therefore, the results of the study did not support the literature ,
Noddings (1989, p , 613) regarded group composition as crucial to
the academic learning expected to take place on any mathematical task
and advocated matching group composition to the task,

She stated that

heterogeneous groups were more suited to measurement activities,
simulations, games , and problem solving activities and that
homogeneous groups were more appropriate for ordinary academic
purposes in mathematics such as solving textbook word problems ,

The

ideas expressed by Noddings (1989) were not supported by the findings
of this pilot study in relation to matching group composition to the
task ,

However, the findings of this study suggest it may be more

advantageous to use heterogeneous groups for the learning of standard
concepts and skills in mathematics no significant differences in
achievement scores were indicated between heterogeneous and
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homogeneous group composition, but there are known affective gains
associated with heterogeneous grouping.
The issue of gender was referred to in Chapter 5 when discussing
a linkage between the gender of the teacher and the gender-based mean
scores for each class.

I n surveying the literature no evidence was

found of research that involved the gender of the teacher and gender
achievement in small group cooperative learning.

The possibility

arises that this pilot study has opened up a further area for research
which could in turn extend the literature on small group cooperative
learning.
Noddings (1989), Johnson et al. (1984), Parker (1984), and Good
et al. (1988) suggested that student and teacher training in small
group cooperative learning techniques was important.
was supported by the pilot study.

This contention

The familiarisation phase was

designed to provide students and teachers with practice in small group
processes and procedures.

Because there was little guidance in the

literature as to how much training should be undertaken it was assumed
that in the pilot study two lessons would be sufficient; one lesson
involving heterogeneous group composition and one lesson involving
homogeneous group composition.

In retrospect, the familiarisation

phase may have been of more benefit to the teachers and the students
if it had extended over a longer time period.

A longer

familiarisation period should continue until some stage of all�round
readiness is observed among teachers and students working in small
groups.

I n this respect the pilot study may have extended the

literature concerning familiarisation of teachers and students in
small group cooperative learning.
The literature may have also been extended in the area of the
type of content used in familiarisation and experimental programmes.
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As discussed in Chapter 5, the familiarisation and experimental
lessons should have been similar and both focused on mathematical
concepts.

This is recommended for any further studies resulting from

this research.
The preceding section of Chapter 6 reviewed the pilot study in
relation to the literature.

Aspects of the research design were

related to the literature, as were the results and findings of the
study.

Evaluation of the Research Design
The quasi-experimental design devised for the pilot study
involved two class groups of students receiving instruction on two
mathematical concepts.

The classes undertook the same series of

lessons in each concept area, using the same problem solving
activities and the teachers followed the same progra.ames of work.

The

only difference between the two classes was that they used contrasting
group composition techniques.

At the completion of instruction for

each concept a post-test was administered.

The post-test scores were

analysed to determine if any significant differences in higher-order
learning achievement (the dependent variable) resulted from the
different forms of group composition (the independent variable).
The research design was operational and enabled statistical
results to be determined.
research.

The design fulfilled the intentions of the

The lack of significant differences in the mean scores of

each class did not seem to be related to a fault in the research
design.
In addition to the problem of acad€mic level differentials
discussed in Chapter 5, a further problem in the design was the time
limit imposed on the study.

The results gained may have varied if
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additional tiae had been allowed for the faailiarisation phase and the
experimental phase of the procedural design.

Extra tiae in the

familiarisation phase would have allowed the teachers and the students
to be aore comfortable not only with the Groups of Four model of
cooperative learning but also with its application to specific
matheaatical concepts.

Extra time during the experimental phase aay

also have allowed for a deeper conceptual understanding to develop.
I f this research design was to be replicated a reco..endation
would be to introduce a pre-test phase into the procedural design in
order to deteraine differential abilities between classes.

The

matheaatics concepts introduced were new to the students but some
students aay have had soae earlier experience in the concept areas and
a pre-test would be useful to establish any prior knowledge the
students may have.

As discussed in Chapter 5, one class seeaed to be

more academically able than the other class.

Academic differences

would be identified through the use of a pre-test.

A pre-test would

be needed to examine the students' conceptual knowledge before
coamencing to write the programme of work.
I f a pre-test was introduced to the research design then analysis
of variance would no longer be the aost appropriate statistical
analysis device.
instead.

Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) could be used

Analysis of covariance compares the mean score of the post

test to the mean score of the pre-test to establish any significant
differences in the scores.
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The overall structure of the research design appeared sound in
terms of gathering product data rather than process data.
research design functioned as planned.

The

With modifications allowing

for a pre-test and allowing more time at each stage of the procedural
design, the research design would be recommended for further use.

Implicatione of the study
If the results of the pilot study are to be taken literally, then
one conclusion which could be drawn from this study is that there is
no difference between heterogeneous groups and homogeneous groups in
the academic domain .

Heterogeneous groups were not proven to be more

effective than homogeneous groups, and ho11<>geneous groups were not
proven to be more effective than heterogeneous groups .

Another

conclusion of the study was that small group cooperative learning was
effective in the teaching of two matheaatical concepts.
As the preceding discussion has indicated these conclusions
should be treated with caution.

However, it is intriguing to

speculate upon some possible implications for teachers, students,
mathematics education, and researchers.

Teachere .

I f, as the study indicated, there is no significant

difference in higher-order learning achievement as a result of group
composition then the implications for classroom teachers are
significant.
Mathematics teachers often group students according to the
ability level of each student, placing students with similar abilities
into a group.

This occurs not only within a class but also between

classes where ' streaming' is used and in multi-level classrooms.

A

belief widely held by teachers is that the teacher can best cater for
each student's needs academically using homogeneous groups in

;''-
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mathematics.

The finding of this pilot study impacts upon this belief

as the study has shown no academic advantage for homogeneous groups or
heterogeneous groups in mathematics.

Furthermore, the literature

highlighted in Chapter 2 pointed to various affective gains which have
resulted from heterogeneous grouping, including gains in areas such as
cross-cultural/cross-racial relationships, social acceptance of
mainstreamed students, and improved attitudes toward school and
learning (Davidson, 1990; Parker, 1984).

If heterogeneous group

composition and homogeneous group composition produce no significant
differences when compared on academic domains then heterogeneous group
composition would be a superior form of grouping because of the known
gains in the affective domain.

I f the findings of the pilot study are

supported by further research then it would seem that teachers should
plan for greater use of heterogeneous groups in mathematics.
Various teaching strategies are used by teachers in mathematics.
If the results of the study are valid then small group cooperative
learning is important in developing higher-order thinking regardless
of the group composition approach.

Therefore, teachers should make

more use of small group cooperative learning as a teaching strategy.
A clear implication of the study is that training should be
provided for teachers in small group cooperative learning techniques
both at pre-service and in-service levels.

The role of the teacher

has emerged as an important variable in the Groups of Four model of
small group cooperative learning and there was a need expressed by
many researchers for the training of teachers in small group
cooperative learning techniques.

This expression of need was

supported by the findings of the pilot study and demonstrated by the
need for extra familiarisation lessons.

The teacher was considered as
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a possible contributing factor in the non-rejection of the null
hypothesis.

Students.

The implication of the findings of the pilot study on

students may be quite important.

Low-achieving students and high

achieving students in homogeneous groups often suffer the stigma of
belonging to the bottom group or the top group.

If achievement is

unaffected by group composition, students should be placed in
heterogeneous groups so that other students would no longer be able to
easily identify and label other students as belonging to a certain
group.

Students' expectations of each other would be likely to alter

in keeping with new grouping practices.

By placing students in

heterogeneous groups, pressure may be eased on a student who
continually fails or continually is expected to succeed at a high
level.

Mathematics . The pilot study has supported the use of small
group cooperative learning techniques with the new Western Australian
mathemat ics syllabus.

The implication of this finding on the

classroom teacher is that a problem solving approach to mathematics in
schools is effective and practical.

As problem solving develops

conceptual thinking, active learning and opportunities for peer
interaction, small group cooperative learning should be adopted by
teachers and used in their mathematics instruction.

Moreover, the

study indicated that more use could be made of heterogeneous grouping
in learning routine concepts and skills in mathematics.

Researchers.

The existing literature on group composition and

mathematics recommended one form of group composition over another on
academic grounds.

The form of group composition recommended varied

among educational researchers.

As the results of the present study

demonstrated no significant academic advantage for one group
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coaposition approach over another, the question arises as to whether
group coaposition really affects achievement or not.

While in view of

the limitations of this study the answer to this question must remain
an open one, it is believed that there are grounds and directions for
further research on this important topic.

In the aeantime, the

results of this pilot study provide some grounds for reflection upon
widely held beliefs and grouping practices in Western Australian
schools.

Recommendatipnft for Further Research
Several areas have been highlighted as areas for further research
in the area of saall group cooperative learning rising from this pilot
study.
1.

A replication of this pilot study would be appropriate, bearing
in mind the need to control for the various factors which have
emerged during this study.

These include the introduction of a

relief teacher during the experimental phase, differential
ability levels between the two classes, the need to allow
sufficient time for the study to be conducted, and extending the
familiarisation phase until the teachers and the students reach
some stage of all-round readiness.

A modified research design

which includes a pre-test is recommended.
2.

A study could be conducted in a similar style to this pilot study
but in a different area of the curriculum, controlling for the
same factors as mentioned above, and including a pre-test phase.

...
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3.

This study could be replicated but expanded upon to include
observers to collect data about how each group functions during
the experimentation phase.

This should provide valuable insight

into the affective outcomes of small group cooperative learning
as well as the academic involvement of average-achieving students
in heterogeneous groups, and academic involvement of high- and
low-achieving students in homogeneous groups.
4.

A study which investigated the importance of the teacher in the
small group cooperative learning process would be valuable.

The

teachers would need to be fully in-serviced in small group
cooperative learning techniques and about their role as a
facilitator during small group cooperative learning.
5.

The issue of gender referred to in Chapter 5 appeared to be
worthy of further investigation.

The role of the teacher is

important and if achievement outcomes of the students are related
to the gender of the teacher then any data collected in this area
would provide valuable information to researchers in the area of
small group cooperative learning.
6.

Inter-small-group differences as discussed in Chapter 5 may be a
better basis for experimental comparison than inter-class
differences.

A study investigating inter-small-group differences

could also take into account the academic performances of high-,
low-, and average-achievers in both heterogeneous groups and
homogeneous groups.
7.

A study could be carried out to investigate mathematical tasks or
concepts which are suited/not suited to small group cooperative
learning.

lj
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summary of the Chapter
A summary of the pilot study was provided.
resulting from the study was presented.

The major conclusion

A synopsis of the relevant

literature was followed by a general discussion relating the results
gained to the literature.
research design.

This was followed by an analysis of the

The implications of the study were discussed and

recommendations for areas of further research were presented.
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Cover Letter
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�

�
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN COLLEGE
OF ADVANCED EDUCATION

Mount La""·le\'
Telephone (09) 3
F2csimil e (G2/G3) (
A

MOUNT LAWLEY CAMPUS

27 Augus t 1990

Princinal
Avenue
WA

ress

�fount Lawin·
\X-es1ern Austr:.d ia 6050

School

Dear
I am wri ting to· ask your permi s s ion f or an Honours s tudent at the W . A .
College t o do a small piece of research on group composi tion in
clas s .
was in my B . Ed . class on Ef f ective Teaching i n
By way of backg round ,
t h e Classroom in Semes ter One , and as p a r t of our wo rk w e looked at small
g roup co-operative learn ing . As a knowledge of sma l l g roup learning is
has a year six , he would
essential f or this research s tudy , and a s
f i t in with this s tudy rather nicely . I have sounded him out to thi s
e f f ect and as he was pos i t ive , I have decided to a s k your permi s s i on f o r
the exercise to g o ahead .
The project i s a pilot s tudy on the relationship between sma l l g roup
composit ion and the learning o f a mathema t i cal concept . The general idea
i s that two classes f r om two schoo l s wi l l participate in the s tudy . Each
class will learn two mathematical concept s , wi th s tudent s learning one
concept in s imilar abi l i ty groups and another concept in mixed abi l i t y
groups . The resul t s o f t h e two groupings wi l l then be compared .
All told there wi l l be s i x les sons t aken f rom
programme , so there
should be no di srup tion to class room learning . The lesson s will be
planned by the Honours s tudent , Sue Eaton , but taken by
Thi s
should ensure that t h e les son s a r e presented prope rly and t h e data wi ll be
rel i able .
I think the study could be a useful one because the s tudent i s very good
and the topic is practical and relevan t . What is mo re , no Aus t ralian
research seems to have been done in the area . Of course , i f you are
agreeable to the proj ect a copy of the f in a l report w i l l be given to the
school .
I would appreciate i t i f you could give some con s i d e r ation to thi s request
and I will phone you later th i s week f or you r respon s e , or to answer any
que r i e s you mi ght have .
With bes t wi shes
KEVIN BARRY
Sen i o r Lecture r
Depa r t ment o f Educa t i on S tu d i e s
··'
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Appendix 2
Student Ranks and Groups
Class

Class
Rank

Student
Number

A

1

1

F

1

2

2

2

M

1

1

3

3

M

1

4

4

4

F

1

3

5

5

F

2

1

6

6

M

2

4

7

7

M

2

4

8

8

F

3

3

9

9

M

2

2

10

10

M

3

2

11

11

F

3

1

12

12

M

3

3

13

13

F

4

2

14

14

M

4

3

15

15

M

4

4

16

16

M

4

1

1

17

M

5

12

2

18

M

5

9

3

19

F

5

11

4

20

F

5

8

5

21

M

6

10

6

22

M

6

5

7

23

F

6

6

8

24

F

6

7

B

Sex Homogeneous Heterogeneous
Group
Group

-..,,,...--,
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Class

Class

Rank

Student
Number

B

9

25

F

7

5

10

26

M

7

6

11

27

M

7

9

12

28

M

7

8

13

29

F

7

8

14

30

F

8

12

15

31

M

8

11

16

32

M

8

11

17

33

F

8

9

18

34

F

8

12

19

35

F

9

6

20

36

M

9

7

21

37

M

9

10

22

38

M

10

9

23

39

F

9

6

24

40

F

10

5

25

41

F

10

10

26

42

M

10

7

27

43

M

11

12

28

44

F

11

9

29

45

M

11

6

30

46

M

12

5

31

47

M

12

8

32

48

F

11

10

33

49

F

12

7

34

50

F

12

11

Sex Homogeneous Heterogeneous
Group
Group

,,
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Faailiarisation Prograaae
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FAMI LIARISATION LESSON 1 :

CONSECUTIVE NUMBERS

CLASSROOM ORGANISATION :

*

Arrange desks i nto c l usters of four .

GROUP ORGANISATION :

*

Mi xed-abi l i ty groups

MATERIALS/RESOURCES :

*
*

Chart of ru l es for work i ng i n groups-of-fou r ( provi ded ) .
Large sheets of paper for students to record resul ts on .
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FAMILIARISATION LESSON 1 :
Mai n Ideas

CONSECUTIVE NUMBERS

Deve l opment of the Lesson

I ntroduct i on
Teacher
* Ass i gn students to p re-determi ned mi xed
to
abi l i ty groups
Groups-of-Fou r
* Tel l the students that they are goi ng to
be worki ng i n these groups-of-four i n
maths today . They have to work as a
' team ' and coope rate w i th each othe r
* When the students are worki ng i n these
groups they have 3 ru l es to fol l ow - as
outl i ned on the chart .
1 . Each member of the group is respons ib le
for h is or her own work and behav iour.
This means that each student has
respons i bi l i t ies and i t i s the i r
respons i bi l i ty to meet them. These
i ncl ude :
- i f you do not understand somethi ng the
fi rst thi ng you do i s ask your group for
he l p .
- i f you do understand somethi ng , do not
take over and g i ve answers .
- l i sten to other peop l es ' i deas .
- contri bute to the group effort .
2 . Each member of the group must be
wi l l ing to he lp any other group member
who asks for he lp.
- each group member has three w i l l i ng
he l pers cl ose by at a l l t i mes .
- on l y g i ve he l p when asked
- he l p , not just by gi v i ng answers , but by
try i ng to f i nd quest i ons that w i l l he l p
someone .
3 . You may on ly ask the teacher for he lp
if a 1 1 four group members have the same
quest ion.
- seek he l p from one another f i rst .
- on l y i f no-one i n you r group has any
i deas can you ask the teacher for he l p .
* Ask the students i f they have any
quest i ons about any of the ru l es . (Answer
al l quest i ons on the bas i s of the Groups
of-Four art i c l e by Mari l yn Burns . )

Rep l i es
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Mai n Ideas

Devel opment of the Lesson

Introduct i on
to l esson on
Consecut i ve
Numbers

Teacher
* Each group

*
*
*
*
*
*

Students work
on the task

i s goi ng to f i nd a l l the ways to
write the numbers from 1 to 25 as the sum of
consecut i ve numbers .
"Consecut i ve numbers" means numbers i n a
row . For exampl e : 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 are
consecut i ve numbers. So are 6 & 7 . The
numbers 1 , 4 , & 7 are not consecut i ve
numbers.
[ Demonstrate on the bl ackboard what the
students are to do , us i ng 9 as an exampl e ]
For exampl e , I ' l l use the number 9 .
9 4 + 5 ( 4 & 5 are consecut i ve numbers)
9
2 + 3 + 4
Some numbers w i l l not work. Try the
number 4 .
When you have found a l l the ways t o wri te
the numbers from 1 to 25 as the sum of
consecut i ve numbers see i f you can f i nd a
pattern for the numbers that wi l l not
work.
A l so see i f you can fi nd any other
patterns and wri te a sentence whi ch
descri bes each pattern you f i nd .
[Provi de each group w i th a l arge sheet of
paper . ] Te l l each group to write group
members ' names on the sheet of pape r .
Thi s sheet of paper i s for them t o record
what they do on .
NOTE: do not tel l students how to
approach shari ng the work and do not tel l
them how to record .

=
=

small Groups
* [ Each group

*

i s to compl ete the task worki ng
togethe r . They can al l ocate the work
however they want to , and can record i n
the i r own way . ]

Groups who f i n i sh the task ear l y
- extend the current act i v i ty up
- f i nd three consecut i ve numbers
i s 1 1 4 ( 37 , 38 , 3 9 ) ; 468 ( 1 55 ,
1 1 1 3 ( 370 , 37 1 , 372 ) .

Di scussi on

Rep l i es

Teacher
* [When

can :
to 35 ;
whose sum

1 56 , 1 57 ) ;

a l l groups have compl eted the task
have them put thei r resu lts up somewhere
where the whol e cl ass can see them. Al l ow
time for each group to exami ne the resu l ts
of other groups and compare resu l ts and
record i ng styl es . ]

*

*

Ways of
w r i t i ng 1
to 25 as
sums of
consecut i ve
numbers .
Summary
statements/
sentences
for
patterns .
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Mai n Ideas

Devel opment of the Lesson

Repl i es

* DISCUSS:

What the resu lts show and some of the
patterns the students have d i scovered i n
thei r groups .
How did each group work to fi nd out which
consecutive numbers could be sunvned to
produce a number between 1 & 25?
Who did the recordi ng?
Compari sons between groups and di fferences
between groups.

Lesson
Conc l usion

Teacher

*

Revi ew the sunwnary statements /sentences
about the patterns . ( If there i s an
i ncorrect statement - correct i t . )

_,
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FAMILIARISATION LESSON 2 :

PROBLEM SOLVING ACTIVIT I ES

CLASSROOM ORGANISATION :
* Arrange desks i nto c l usters of fou r .
GROUP ORGANISATION :

*

Uni form-ab i l ity g roups

MATERIALS/RESOURCES :

* Chart of ru l es for worki ng i n groups-of-four ( prov i ded ) .
* Handouts of act i v i ti es .

* Squared paper
* Paper to use to work out the problems encountered .

C
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FAMI LIARISATION LESSON 2 :
Mai n Ideas
Rev i ew of
Groups-of-Fou r

PROBLEM SOLVING ACTIVITI ES

Devel opment of the Lesson

Rep l i es

r
j le�ch
ss'gn

*

students to pre-determi ned un i formabi l i ty g roups .
Rev i ew ru l es for worki ng i n groups-of-fou r
( us i ng the chart ) :
1 . Each member of the group i s responsi b l e
for h i s or her own work and behav iour .
2 . Each membe r of the group must be
wi l l i ng to he l p any other group member
who asks for hel p .
3 . You may on l y ask the teacher for hel p
i f al l fou r group members have the same
quest i on .

Probl em Sol v i ng !Teacher
* [ Introduce the f i rst p roblem sol v i ng
act i v i ty . ]
* " Let ' s al 1 shake hands " . (On handout one copy for each group . ) Twenty friends
meet for the fi rst t ime i n many years .
They al l shake hands w i th each othe r . How
many handshakes a l l togethe r?
* Suggest to the students that they act i t
out i n thei r g roups w i th 1 person , 2
peop l e , 3 peop l e , 4 peopl e and keep a
record . Look for a pattern and extend
thi s up to 20 peop l e .
* [Al l ow 1 0- 1 5 mi ns. ]

small Groups

*
*

Cone l us i on of
Task 1

[Students work together i n the i r g roups to
sol ve the p rob l em . ]
Record the i nformat i on , and l ook for a
pattern

Teacher
* Accept responses from groups
handshakes .
* Di scuss the various ways the

as to how many

g roups used to
form an answer (what strategy they used ) .

*

20 peopl e
: 1 90
handshakes .

*

Poss i b l y :
-system
-di agrams
-pattern
-formu l a

n (r, -1)

· 2

:;: hctnds hokes
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Mai n Ideas

Devel opment of the Lesson

I ntroducti on
to Task 2

Teacher

Repl i es

* Thi s activity is very di fferent from the
l ast one . You have to f i nd a rectangle
usi ng square paper where the number of
squares on the outsi de of the rectangle
equal s the number of squares on the i nside
of the rectangl e .
The nu rnber o \
shou Id eiuQ\

O

-the. l'""\llr<\ber ot'
� • In \-his
E'X'ample. +hat
hos not- ocu.tred.

* [ Can .gi ve the h i nt that there are onl y two
rectangles where thi s occurs and they are
both smal l er than 1 5 x 1 5 . ]

Small Groups

* [ Use squared paper to f i nd sol uti ons]
* Each group is prov ided with a handout of
the task. Record resu lts on a pi ece of
paper.
* [Al low 10 to 15 mi ns . ]

Concl usion of
Task 2

Teacher

Conc l usion
of Lesson

Teacher

* DISCUSS :
The answers/solutions from each group and
how the sol ution was reached .
How we l l d i d the group work together?
How the group work was shared .
* Revi ew the act i v i t i es compl eted and the
ways i n whi ch the groups are worki ng
together .

* Sol utions :
8 X 6
12 X 5
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Appendix 4

Progr8111118 for Exponents
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EXPONENTS:

LESSONS 1 AND 2

CLASSROOM ORGANISATION :

*

Arrange desks i nto c l usters of fou r .

GROUP ORGANISATION :

*

MATERIALS/RESOURCES :

*
*
*

Chart of rul es for worki ng i n groups-of-four ( prov i ded ) .
Large sheets of paper for students to record resu l ts on .
Handouts of act i v i ties.
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EXPONENTS :
MAIN IDEAS

LESSON 1

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LESSON

EXPECTED REPLIES

Teacher

*

Rev i se the mu l ti pl i cation pri nc i p l e
that factor x factor = product.
* Study the statement ( 1 x 10) . What can * 1 set of 1 0
Introducti on
1 l ot of 1 0
to new l earn i ng you tel l me about thi s statement? [ I n
particu l ar whe re 10 i s used as a factor. ] 2 factors : 1 , 1 0
Product i s 1 0
* Try ( 2 X 1 0 ) •
* [ Int roduce the fi rst smal l group
acti v i ty ]
Practi ce
new l earn i ng

Small Group

* Tasks :
1 . What othe r numbers are there where
1 0 i s used as a factor once?
2.

What can you say about these numbers?

3.

What do they al l have i n common?

Teacher

1 x1 0 , 2x1 0 , 3x1 0
4x1 0 , . . • 9x1 0 ,
23x1 0
* 1 0 once .
2 factors i n
thi s numeral .
* 1 0 as a factor
Products < 1 00
Products have
a f i na l d i g i t
of O .

* Rev i ew of smal l group act i v i ty .
* Introduce the next act i v i ty .

Extend new
l earn i ng

small Group

* Can you thi nk of a number where 10 is
used as a factor twi ce . Write down as
many as you can th i nk of .
* What have al l these numbers got i n
common?

Teacher

*
*

Rev i ew smal l group act i vi ty .
[ I ntroduce the next smal l group
act i v i ty with the tasks wri tten on the
outs ide of an envel ope and an extra
task wri tten i nside the envel ope - to
on l y be compl eted when the other tasks
are compl eted . ]

1 0x1 0= 1 00 ,
2x( 1 0x1 0 )=200 , . .
9x( 1 0x1 0)=900
23x( 1 0x1 0)=2300
* 10 as a factor
twi ce .
2 zeros i n
product .
> 1 00
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MAIN IDEAS

EXPECTED REPLI ES

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LESSON

small Group

*

*
*

Thi nk of numbers where 1 0 i s used as a
factor three times arid write them down .
What do these numbers have i n common?

Spec i al Act i vity: Fi nd d i fferent ways
of wri t i ng these numbers with factors
of 1 0 . [eg. ( 1 x1 0 ) , (9x1 0 ) , 1 x( 1 0x1 0 ) ,
5x( 1 0x1 0 ) , 8x( 1 0x1 0 ) , 3 x( 1 0x1 0x1 0 ) ,
7x( 1 0x1 0x1 0 ) , 4 x( 1 0x1 0x1 0x1 0 ) . ]

Teacher
* Rev iew

*
*
*
*

the sma l l group act i v i t i es from
above . Accept al l answers , and l i st
a l l poss i b l e suggested short forms on
the b l ackboard/overhead .
A l l ow the c l ass to dec i de whi ch
shortened form they l i ke best .
Demonst rate the actual short form:
2x( 1 � x1 0x1 0)=2000
2x1 0 =2000
OR
2x2x2=2 3 ; 6x6=6 2 ; 1 2 x1 2x1 2x1 2 = 1 2 4
Introduce the term "exponent " whi ch
tel l s us the number of times 1 0 i s used
as a factor .
Introduce sma l l group act i v i ty .

smaJ 1 Group

*

Compl ete the fol l ow i ng tab l e :
1 0!
10
2
10
1
10
°
10

Conc l us i on

= 1 x( 1 0x1 0x1 0x1 0 ) = 1 0000
=
=

=
=
=

Teacher
* Revi ew the
* Conc l us i on
1

2

3

=
==

sma l l group act i v ity .
- Mai n Poi nts :
The term exponent te l l s us how many
times 1 0 i s used as a factor .
Can be wri tten the l ong way o r the
short way.
Exponents are used not on l y when 10 i s
used as a factor but a l so when other
numbers are used as a factor too.
eg. 2 3 =2x2 x2=8 ; 4 2 = 4 x4= 1 6 ;
s 4 =5x5x5x5=625

1 x( 1 Ox1 Ox1 O ) , • • .
9X( 1 Ox1 Ox1 0 ) • • •
2 3 x( 1 0x1 0x1 0 )
* 1 0 a s a factor
three t i mes .
3 zeros i n the
p roduct .
> 1 000

SPEC/A L.

lj:

Ac. TiVITY

I= ind differ-ent
tadtrs 0~ ID.

Cc
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wa~s

oF'

Q. (I ><10)

( 'l x/0)

c.

I x (10><10)

d.

5" (10" 10)

-

3

=

10 2

~:

X (10><10><10><10)

I " (iD-.c 10 xiQ "10)

-

=

-

I 0°

=

=

5 toJements

10 4 =

IQ 000

=

~

b.JOif

.

(10~ 10~/0)

=

I 0 2.

.•

(IOYI0><i0)

10'

vJ,;J..e
a.

h. 4

wi-lt•

"(10><10)

F. 3 x
9· 7 "

104
10

wr-itin9 these numbers
e. 8

b.

--\-

Qbout fhe

c./0 3

to l\owir1_9 '

d.(3xl0 3)

e..( 7 X JD'+)

l-e.n fo +he power of two

.
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EXPONENTS :

LESSON 2

MAIN IDEAS

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LESSON

Introduct i on

Teacher

Pract i ce
l earn i ng

smal l Group

EXPECTED REPLIES

* As a rev i ew of the prev i ous l esson ,
i ntroduce smal l group act i v i ty .

* Write these numbers i n exponent form :
1 00 , 1 000 , 30 , 4000 , 1 0000 , 1

Teacher

*

1 x1 0 2 , 1 x1 O 3 ,
3x1 0 1 , 4x1 0 3 ,
1 x1 0 4, , x ,c•

* Rev i ew the f i rst sma l l group act i v i ty .
* I nt roduce the second smal l group act i v i ty

Extend new
l earn i ng

smal l Group

* Write down al l the ways you can thi nk of * ten squared ,
to say� read these exponent numera l s .
Ten to the
power of 2 .
T ry 1 0
Ten exponent 2
Ten used as a
factor twi ce .

Teacher

* Accept a l l answers and put on bl ackboard .
Di scuss poss i bi l i t i es .
* Tel l � he students that an exponent , as
i n 10 , names how many factors of 10 i n
thi s number wh i ch we cal l the POWER of
a factor - ten to the power of 2 .
* Introduce the next sma l l group
act i v i ty .

Small Group

* Wr � te s1atem� nts ab� ut the fol l owi ng :
1 O , 1 � , 1 O , 3x1 O , 7x1 O 4
eg . 1 0 = ten to the power of two .

Teacher

* Rev i ew sma l l group act i v i ty .
* I nt roduce the next sma l l group act i v i ty .
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MAI N I DEAS

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LESSON

EXPECTED REPLIES

small Group

*

Compl ete the fol l owi ng table :
I v: 10

100
l ')(. /0 x 10 ></C
10 00 0

*

/ lr/0 X 10 K/0".1 l( /Q

*

What patterns seem to show up?

* Now study thi s chart .
patterns you can see .

Write down any

Te,v

111�/\IOil THDLJstiNa!iluNDl?ElE I 7e7\IS I ONES.
I ODO

/0 000
/)(/0,t/ O

.. ,o,ud)

I l,c/OKIO><IOj

/0 4

103

100

I )(10 x /O

I02

JO

I / ,c lo
1 0'

,oo

Teacher

*
*

Rev i ew sma l l group act i v i ty .
I ntroduce the fol l owi ng act i v i ty .

small Group

* I n wri t i ng expanded nume ra l s for any
compact numera l , what use mi ght we make
of exponent i al numerat i on?
eg . 368 = 300 + 60 + 8
( 3x1 00 ) + ( 6x1 0 ) + 8
(3x1 0 t1 0 ) + ( 6x1 0 > + 8
= ( 3x1 0 ) + ( 6x1 0 ) + 8
* T ry 23465 , 7328 , 435 .

=
=

Concl us i on

Teacher

* Revi ew the sma l l group act i v i ty .

* Conc l us i on - Mai n Poi nts :
* 1 0 reads as ten to the power of two .
* There i s a rel ati onshi p between the
number of zeros i n the compact and
expanded numeral s .
* Exponents are rel ated to pl ace val ue .
* Expanded numeral s can be re l ated to
exponent i a l numerat i on .

*

Rel at i onshi p
between the
zeros i n the
compact and
expanded
numeral s .
Pl ace val ue .
Names number
of zeros i n
that pawer of
10.
The exponent
seems to name
the number of
pl aces to the
l eft of the
one ' s p l ace .
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Compld·e
fhi5

c,ho.rt.

/)1/0

What patt-erns

IOQ

Ca.n (lOU '&€£-

Mo.ke 5ure

I X 10 ><10" I 0

~

30u

10 000

di5CLJS'S

each one...

lx!Ox I Ox/Ox /Ox!

TE:rJ
'('HDUSANDS

THD<.JSANOS

/0

ooo

I DOO

IDO

I x 10 x/0 ><10

(1 y./Ox!Ox!OXIO)
/0~

368 =

DoWN

AillY

= (:hi DO)
:: (~><10<10)

+
+

= (6xJO')

+

YouR

CRouP

a.

ZJ 465

b.

7 3ag

c.
d.

435
I Q;ZQ

10

I

10 4

10 1

PAITERNS

You

~

g

(6~10)

t

g

(6 ><10)

...

g

( 6 X/0')

... 8

IR.Y:

ONES

I>' I 0

60

t

300

TElliS

lxto Y.IO

/03

Wr>.tTE

IN

HUNDREDS
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Appendix 5

Test for Exponents

10 4

Alarri e, ..__________

EXPONENTS

**
**

Pl ease c i rc l e the correct answer .
If you c i rc l e the w rong answer by mi stake then cross out the
w rong answer and c i rc l e the correct answe r .

1.

The numera l 1 0 3 equal s

A . 3 x1 0
B . 1 0x3
C . 1 0X1 0X1 0
D . 1 0x1 0x1 0x3

2.

The exponent d i git i n the
numeral ( 2 x1 0 3 ) i s the d i g i t

A. 2
B. 1
C. 0
D. 3

3.

The numeral ( 1 x1 0x1 0 ) equal s

A . 20
B . 1 00
c. 21
D. 101

4.

Ten to the power of fou r i s
wri tten as

A . 1 04
B . 1 0x4
c . 1 04
D . 41 0

5.

The 2 d i g i t i n the numeral 1 02
te l l s us

A . the number of t i mes 1 0 i s
used as a factor .
B . the number of d i g i ts i n
that numera 1 •
C . that ten i s to be
mu l t i pl i ed by two .
D . that ten i s to be d i v i ded
by two .
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6.

The nume ra l

2 00

equal s

A.

2+ 1 0

3

C.
D.

2 x1 0

3

B . 2+ 1 0 2
2 x1 0

7.

The nume ra l 500 equa l s

A.

8.

I f the nume ral 1 0 1 i s 1 0 then
the nume ral 1 0 ° i s

A. 0

2

5x1 0
B . 5x1 0x 1 0
c . 5x1 0x1 0x1 0
D . 5x1 0x1 0x1 0x1 0

B. 1

C.
D.

10

1 00

500
5 000
5 111
50 000

9.

The numeral (5x1 0x1 0x1 0 )
equa l s

A.
B.
C.
D.

10.

The numeral ( 3 x1 0 2 ) i s read as

A . three l ots of
f i rst power .
B . three l ots of
C . three l ots of
two .
D . three l ots of
second power .

11.

The expanded numera l
( 3 x1 00 )+( 4 x1 0 )+6 can be shown
as

ten to the
ten .
a hund red and
ten to the

A . 1 0 3+ 1 0 4+6
B. ( 3 x1 0 3 ) + ( 4 x1 0 1 )+6
C . ( 3 x1 0 2 ) + ( 4 x1 0 2 )+6
D . ( 3 x1 0 2 ) + ( 4 x1 0 1 )+6
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12.

The numeral 4 2 1 6 equal s

A . ( 4x1 0 2 )+( 2 x1 0 2 ) + ( 1 x1 0 1 )+ 6
B . ( 4x1 0 3 )+( 2 x1 0 2 )+( 1 x1 0 1 )+ 6
C . ( 4x1 0 3 )+( 2 x1 0 2 ) + ( 1 x1 0 1 )+
( 6 x1 0 1 )
D . ( 4x1 0 3 )+( 2 x1 0 2 )+ 6

1 3.

The numeral ( 7 x1 0 6 ) equal s

A . 7 0 000 000
B . 7 000 000
c. 7 00 000
D. 7 0 6

14.

Numbe rs i n whi ch ten i s used
as a factor twi ce

A.
B.
C.
D.

are l ess than 1 00
are l ess than 200
come between 1 00 and
are over 99

200

1 5.

The expanded numeral
(4x1 0 3 )+( 2 x1 0 1 )+ 3 equal s

A.
B.
C.
D.

42 1
4 201
4 023
43 2 1 3

16.

The expanded numeral
( 3000+400+ 60 ) equal s

A.
B.
C.
D.

( 3 x1 0 2 )+(4x1 0 1 )+( 6 x1 0 )
( 3 x1 0 3 )+(4x1 0 3 )+( 6 x1 0 1 )
( 3 x1 0 3 )+ ( 4x1 0 2 )+( 6 x1 0 1 )
( 3 X1 0 3 )+(4x1 0 2 )+6

17.

Ten to the power of one i s ten
t i mes smal l er than

A.
B.

20

D.

1 000

18.

Where there are no factors of
1 0 i n a numbe r , l i ke 2 , we can
write that number as

10

c. 1 00
A.
B.
C.
D.

2 X1 0

2 X1 0

2 x1 0
2 x1 0

1
0

-1
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19.

In the numeral 1 0 3 the one
d i g i t i s how many pl aces to
the l eft of the ones pl ace?

A.
B.
C.
D.

1
2
3
4

Numbers that have a factor of
1 0 and come between 1 000 and
1 0 000 use ten as a factor how
many t i mes?

A.
B.
C.
D.

I n pl ace val ue , the nume ra l
3
10
i s one pl ace t o the l eft
of the numeral 1 0 2 because

A. 1 0 3
B . 1 03
C . 1 03
D . 1 03

22 .

The nume ra l 1 04 i s one hundred
t imes greater than

A. 1 0 3

23 .

The numeral 1 0 2 = 1 00 because
the one d i g i t i n 1 00 i s how
many p l aces to the l eft of the
ones pl ace?

A. 1

The nume ra l ( 9x1 0 3 ) equal s

A. ( 9x1 0 1 ) x1 0 2
B . ( 9x1 0 1 ) x1 0 1
C . ( 9x1 0 1 ) x1 0 3
D . 1 0 1 x1 0 2

20 .

21

.

24 .

once
twi ce
three times
four times
is
is
is
is

ten t i mes sma l l e r
ten times g reater
one more than 1 0 2
bi gger than 1 0 2

B . 1 02
C. 101
D . 1 0°

B. 2

C.
D.

10

1 00

.-
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25.

The expanded numeral
( 7 x1 0x1 0 3 ) equal s

A . 70x1 0 4
B . 7 x1 0x30

c.

7 x3x1 0 2

D . 7 x1 0 4
26 .

The number

2

6

equa l s

A. 8
B. 1 2
C.

26

D.

64
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Appendi x 6

Progr8111118 for Percent

1 10

PERCENTAGES :

LESSONS 1 AND 2

CLASSROOM ORGANISATION :

*

Arrange desks i nto cl usters of four .

GROUP ORGANISATION :

*

MATERIALS/RESOURCES :

*
*
*

Chart of ru les for worki ng i n groups-of-four (provided) .
Large sheets of paper for students to record resu lts on .
Handouts of act i vi t i es .
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PERCENTAGES :
MAIN I DEAS

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LESSON

Rev i ew of
Groups-of-Four

Teacher

Introduce
new l earn i ng

Teacher

EXPECTED REPLI ES

*
*

Assi gn students to pre-determi ned groups .
Revi ew the rul es for G roups-of-Four:
1 Each member of the group i s responsible
for his or her own work and behavi our.
2 Each member of the group must be
wi l l i ng to hel p any other group member
who asks for hel p .
3 You can on l y ask the teacher for hel p
i f al l four members of your group have
the same quest i on .

*

*

Practi ce new
l ea rni ng

LESSON 1

Study thi s number: 50%
What can you tel l me about thi s number?

*

Does anyone know what the word
' percent ' means?
" per" means " i n every"
" cent" means " hundred" SO ' percent '
means " i n every hundred " .
Now what can you tel l me about 50%?

*

How could I write 50% as a fract ion?

*

i of somethi ng
50 percent
50 %
50

t oO

*

means 50 i n
every 1 00 .

�
1 00

'or �
.l)
1 0 ::. 2..

l'

Teacher

*

I n your groups complete the fol lowi ng
chart .
50%
1 0%
1 00%
60%
25%

so

RSc

50 i n
in
in
in
in

every
every
every
every
every

1 00
1 00
100
1 00
1 00

·'· SmaJ J Group

*

Introduce new
learn i ng

Compl ete the task descri bed above .

Teacher

*
*

Rev i ew the smal l group acti vity.
How cou ld we write 50% as a dec i mal ?
Work th i s out i n smal l groups .

small Group

*

[Short di scuss ion time . ]

*

0 . 50 (or 0 . 5 )
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MAIN I DEAS

Teacher
* [Accept al l responses from the g roups
these may i nc l ude 50 . 0]
* Di scuss correct respcnse i n terms of

*
Pract i ce new
l earn i ng

"5+ud ent-s w-UJ he\ve
been to �t thoJ·.

Too
50

a s100

== 0 · 50

= O · 2.5

smal l Group
* I n groups

compl ete the fol l ow i ng charttal k about each one .
�
0 . 50
50%
I OC
30%
25%
75%
1 00%
1 20%
act i v i ty .

small Group
* In you r g roups

*
Concl u s i on of
l esson

-

50% as 50 i n every 1 00 , therefore , 50%
wri tten as a dec i ma l i s 0 . 50 ( 50% i s
hal f of 1 00% , therefore the dec ima l i s
l ess than a who l e numbe r . )
I nt roduce sma l l group act i v i ty 2 . [You
may need to c l ar i fy that 0 . 5=0 . 50 ]

Teacher
* Rev i ew sma l l group
* Int roduce the next
Extend new
l earn i ng

EXPECTED REPLI ES

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LESSON

35% .

act i v i ty .
sma l l g roup

f i nd a way to i l l ust rate

*

Wi 1 1 vary .

*

g reater than

Is thi s l ess than o r greater than 50%?
[ If groups are stuck - suggest d raw i ng
two 1 0 x 1 0 grids . ]

Teacher

* Rev i ew the smal l group act i v ity. Ask
o ra l l y whether 60% woul d be g reater
than or l ess than 50%?
* Concl us i on - Mai n Poi nts :
* Percent means ' i n every hundred '
eg . 50% means 50 i n every 1 00
75% means 75 i n every 1 00
28% means 28 i n every 1 00
* Percentage can a l so be expressed as
ei ther a f ract i on or a deci mal . eg:

Homework Task:

Look through a newspaper or shop
brochure and f i nd examples where
percentages are used . B r i ng 2 or 3 of
these exampl es along to the next c l ass.

Can �ou comp lefe. th is cha rf

Pertenf

rn1dion

?

1 13

Word.s.
in

S' O 't

t! ve'"!J

nutdred.

I O ·/o
I

O D 0/0

60 l
� '5 %

Percerrf
°

50 /o
3 0 ."

o> 5 ·1o

75 %
10 0

%

1 20 %

Fracfion

Ti ecimal .

�

0· 50

100

C omple}C!+able. in

this
'"

jOlJ r

9roups .

M a ke tf>ure.
�OU d i SC.USS
e.ach one.. �
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PERCENTAGES :
MAIN I DEAS
Revi ew and
pract i ce of
l earn i ng

LESSON 2

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LESSON

EXPECTED REPLI ES

Teacher
* Assi gn
* Rev i ew

students to groups .
previous l esson by sett i ng a
group act i v i ty i nvo l v i ng comp l et i ng the
fol l owi ng chart :

small Group
601'

1%

1 8%

�

0 . 45

Teacher
* Rev i ew the sma l l group acti v i ty .
* Int roduce the next smal l group
act i v i ty.

Extend l ea rn i ngj Smal l Group
* Each group i s to pl ace the i r exampl es
of percentages i nto groups (eg . banks ,
sal es , etc . ) and arrange them onto a
chart .
* Di sp l ay the chart to the other groups
when a l l groups are f i n i shed .

Teacher

* Di scuss d i fferent p l aces where the
* banks- i nterest
percentages are used , using the charts
rates , sal es ,
as a start i ng poi nt . See i f the students ads , test mark
popu l at i on data
know of any other p l aces .
e l ect i ons , p i e
graphs , etc .
* [ Devel op the i dea of a bank deposi t at
a rate of 1 0% per year . $ 1 0 for every
$ 1 00 per year . ]
If you have $ 1 00 i n a bank account at
an i nterest rate of 1 0% , what wou l d
happen to the amount o f money you have?

*

Int roduce the next smal l group
act i v i ty .

* It wou l d
i nc rease $ 1 0
every $ 1 00 .
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MAIN IDEAS

DEVELOPMENT OF THE L ESSON

EXPECTED REPLI ES

Small Group

*

Compl ete thi s chart :
Interest rate of 1 0%
$ 1 0 for
for
for
for
for
for

every
every
every
every
every
every

$ 1 00
$ 200
$ 300
$ 1 000
$ 1 700
$2200

Teacher

*

*

Ask - I f a shop offers a d i scount of 5%
off a l l goods , what cou l d that do to
prices?
Introduce smal l g roup act i vity.

smal l Group

*

[ Handout 1 copy per group of the T rendy
Kids advert i sement offeri ng ' up to 50%
off sel ected stock ' and the associ ated
tasks . ]

Teacher

*

Concl usi on

Rev i ew the smal l group act i v i t y ,
espec i al l y numbers 4 and 5 .

Teacher

*

Conc l us i on - Mai n Poi nts :
* percent i s used i n a vari ety of every
day si tuat i ons.
* 1 0% deposi t gi ves $10 for eve ry $ 1 00
i ncrease
* 5% d i scount - p r i ces go down .
* vari ous di scounts on c l othi ng i tems
effects pri ces i n vari ous ways . S i ze
of d i scount i s re l ated to the
ori gi nal price .

*

Prices go down

by 5%.

Ar\s1,,.ve£S ,1.-$ 2.2. · 00
2. - $ 10 · 00
3 - $ , , 5D
4--� \� · OC
5 � 40 · 00 .

4• '

ICl°/o d'1S£..Ou,"\t o I'\
i� .$:l · CO .

$olD • 0 0

$ '.20 , O O

_ $ 2 · 00
$ \� · 00 ·
5 "> ';;JC) 0/o

d i SUD uvr\- o \'"\

$SO · CO
so

i'E.

$ 10• 00 .

$ 5 D · OO

- '$ 1 0 · 0 0

� 40 · 00 .
<Of<.
"'

I G /o
so a o ':b

cj

.$ 5 0 i s .$5
i -&

etc

$\O ,oa
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IR E.N O Y

K I DS

irendJ Kids have Ifie tollow1�
1.

A

z.

B0tjs s hoes

..3.

Ba.b4 1s

gi rl s dfe.ss

>

w h ich is

In +he. 60.le +-his dress
5a.le pr-i'c.e ;

, norrnal f�

ci, 5c.oun� wi ll cost

b4

4 . 5n;rts
b�

5 . J eane,

bj

Dale.

$ o>D · oo

c$ 15 · OD ,

pr i c..e :

which norm� C.Of>tl O 0/o .
Sa.le pdc.e
°

which not'ma.l�

20 /0 .

cSa.le

p(ic.e

01

usuaLl pr iced
j
i � di sc.ounted by

shoes , nor-ma..�

50°/o .

i fems

,

bu.+-

bu�

$ d-0 · 00

a.t

60.le, .
$44·00 .

°

50 /o .

with

a.

50 °/o

o.re. disco unted

ore diswunfecl

c.D5t $ 50 · 00 are. d i swunted.
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Perc.enk

'De c.ima.l

Fracfion

Please
con1pleJe

50 °/0

/o

I

th is
ch ar f- .

0

O · L+ 5
78

1

100

0/o

8

0 · 05

I N 1£R£5T
$ ID
$

f'oc-

tor

-1, 30

tor

$

For

$

foe-

$ 220 to r

RArE
e ve rj

e ver!:)

e"er- .:)
evef" �

e"er �
eve r�

ID %

0 1=

$ 1 00
$ 200

$
$ 1 000

$ \ 100

$
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Appendix 7

Test for Percent
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Name :___________

PERCENT

**
**

P lease c i rc l e the answer you t h i nk i s correct .
If you change your m i nd about an answer , cross out the wrong
answer and c i rc l e the answer you thi nk is correct .

1•

The word percent means

A.
B.
C.
D.

2.

The symbol used for percent i s

A . GJ,

a hundred .
i n every hundred .
i n every one .
one i n a hundred .

B . -d\c,

c. +
D . 01

3.

60 percent wri tten as a
fract i on i s

°

60

A. T

B. �

C. �

D . ioo

4.

32 percent wri tten as a
fract i on i s

A• �
I
32.
B . ""i<5
3,2.
C . n:x,

D • �1 20
()()

5.

75 percent wri tten as a
fract i on i s

A. �

B . ::ZS.
,oo

C.

D•

6. �

/00

wri tten as percentage i s

15

"12'..
I

A . 0 . 54%
B . 0 . 45%
C . 45%
D . 54%

1 20

9

wri tten as a percentage i s

A . 90%
B . 9%
c . 0 . 9%
D . 0 . 09%

7.

' ()

8.

43% wr i tten as a decimal i s

A . 430 . 0
B . 43 . 0
c. 4. 3
D. 0 . 43

9.

70% wri tten as a decimal i s

A . 0 . 007
B. 0 . 07
c . 0 . 70
D. 7 . 0

10.

1% wri tten as a dec ima l i s

A.
B.
C.
D.

11.

0 . 58 wri tten as a percentage
is

A. 5 . 8%
B . 8 . 5%
c. 58%
D. 85%

12.

1 . 00 written as a percentage
is

A. 0 . 0 1%
B . 1%
c . 1 0%
D. 1 00%

13.

Common pl aces where you can
see percentages used are

A . shops and
B . pai nt i ngs
c. l i braries
D . banks and

0 . 001
0.01
O. 1
1.0

pai nt i ngs
and banks
and pai nt i ngs
shops
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14.

Where are you most l i ke l y to
f i nd a s i gn say i ng 25% off?

A. doctor
B . l i brary
c. shop
D. pai nt i ngs

15.

I f you depcs i ted $ 1 00 at a
rate of 1 0% , how much money
wou l d you have after 1 year?

A. $1 10
8 . $ 1 00
c . $90
D. $ 1 0

16.

A d ress costs $60 normal l y but
i n a sal e i t i s d i scounted by
20%. How much wi l l i t cost
now?

A . $80
B . $48
c . $40
D. $12

17.

48% i s greater than

A.
B.
C.
D.

32%
49%
53%
71%

18.

50% i s l ess than

A.
B.
C.
D.

1 2%
43%
49%
63%

19.

�
1

20.

0 . 79 i s l ess than

i s greater than

A. 83%
B. 61%
c . 46%
D. 23%
A. 80%
B . 79%
c . 78%
D . 62%
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21 .

If a' desk cost i ng $1 200 i s on
sal e w i th a 1 0% d i scount , what
w i l l i t cost to buy?

A . $ 1 20
8 . $ 1 000
c . $1 080
0. $ 1 320

22.

I f a pai nt i ng costs $90 to buy
after a 1 0% d i scount i s taken
off , what wou l d the pa i nt i ng
have cost ori gi nal l y?

A . $ 1 90
8 . $ 1 00
c. $99
o. $95

23.

A v i deo costi ng $ 1 50 i s
reduced by 1 0% i n a sal e . How
much d i scount w i l l you get?

A. $ 1 . 50
8. $5 . 00
c. $ 1 5 . 00
0 . $50 . 00

24.

If $300 i s deposi ted at a rate
of 1 0% , how much i nterest w i l l
the money earn i n a year?

A.
8.
C.
0.

$30
$15
$10
$3

25.

A person earns $50 on an
account earn i ng 1 0% i nterest
per year. How much money d i d
the person have i n the bank to
start w ith?

A.
8.
C.
0.

$5000
$500
$50
$5

26.

A person earns $ 1 70 on an
account earn i ng 1 0% i nterest
i n one year. How much money
does the person now have
altogether?

A.
8.
C.
0.

$ 1 530
$ 1 700
$ 1 7 80
$ 1 870
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Appendix 8

Data Stllllary Sheets
C l ass

Student
Number

Exponent
Test Result

A

1

12

2

17

3

13

4

16

16

5

20

19

6

9

18

7

9

19

8

10

20

9

9

18

10

7

15

11

11

18

12

16

20

13

15

19

14

8

13

15

10

13

16

8

12

17

21

24

18

22

21

19

14

16

B

20

Percent
Test Result
17

17

21

19

21

22

22

24

23

12

19

24

15

20

�
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Class

Student
Number

Exponent
Test Result

Percent
Test Result

B

25

21

24

26

13

21

27

16

16

28

16

22

29

14

15

30

18

21

31

19

21

32

10

15

33

11

18

34

9

21

35

10

17

36

19

16

37

14

23

38

14

23

39

7

15

40

7

18

41

10

17

42

10

17

43

15

18

44

8

17

45

9

18

46

11

19

47

13

17

48

9

16

49

7

11

50

6

14

